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Teamsters Union Strike
Spreads Across Country
By The Associated Press
A Teamsters Union trucking strike
spread across the rountry today, with
scattered reports of violence, after
negotiators failed to reach agreement
on a new national master contract.
_ Negotiations, which,continued unsuccessfully into the early morning,
resumed shortly after 9:30 am. CST,'
with wages, fringe benefits and a costof-living clause still the sticking points
The strike left the nation's economy
facing a .crtuich because of the cutback
in the interstate flow of goods. The
Teamsters haul about 60 per cent of the'
country's manufactured products.
The walkout was generally peaceful.
But shots were fired at a trucker in
Cleveland, in Detroit a 23-year-old man
was beaten by several picketers when

he tried to park his truck at a company
lot, and rocks were thrown at trucks on
a road in southwest Michigan.
In New York City, meanwhile, a
strike by transit workers that would
have affected about three million
subway and bus riders was averted
with the predawn announcement of
tentative agreement on a new contract
for 34,000 transit workers.
But across the country, San Francisco faced a second day without public
transport as a strike by about 1,900 of
approximately 20,000 city workers
protesting pay cuts continued. Labor
leaders said picketing would spread to:
two city-county hospitals.
Labor Secretary W. J. Usery Jr. and
other federal officials had no comment
on the Teamsters strike, and there was

Old-Fashioned Preaching
Slated On Court Square
An old fashioned preaching service
will be held at 1:00 p.m. Saturday, April
3, on the courthouse lawn in Murray.
This service will be sponsored by the
Baptist churches in Calloway County.
Gerald S. Owen, pastor of the Sugar
Creek -Baptist—Gin:reit, wit+ be - the-preacher and Leland Peeler, music
director for the Blood River Baptist
Association-, will be the song leader.
This service Ja part of a state-wide
celebration of the Bicetennial of Baptist
preaching in Kentucky. The first
recorded Baptist preaching done in
Kentucky was by Thomas Tinsley and

William Hickman at Harrodstown ( now
Harrodsburg) in the Spring of 1776,
about five years before the first Baptist
Church was organized in Kentucky.
James- • T.---Garland, chairman of
Evangelism for the Blood River Baptist
Association _says. "Kenttickyaptists
are planning to have preaching services on the courthouse lawn in every
county in the state, carrying on in the
spirit of these early pioneer preachers
in carrying the Gospel of Jesus Christ to
the people where they are."
The Baptist churches extend_ an invitation to the public to attend this
service.

no immediate indication that the Fort'
administration would seek a Taft'
Hartley injunction against the walkout.
The truckers' strike was building_ .
steam across the country—even as
Teamsters President Frank E. Fitzsirnrnons and William G. McIntyre,
chief trucking industry negotiator,
announced early this morning in a
Chicago suburb that they had failed to
settle on wages, fringe benefits and e
cost-of-living clause in a new contrao
covering 400,000 members of the
nation's largest union.
"There is a strike. Our people have
walked off," said Fitzsirrunons as
_picket lines appeared at truck depots
from Connecticut to Georgia to
Colorado and long haul drivers pulled
their rigs off the road.
"We're in the ball park," tht
Teamsters leader said of a final industry offer made shortly before the
strike began. He decliiiedid elaborate.
McIntyre told reporters the industry
had substantially improved its offer in
its final proposal. '

Staff Photo by David Hill

Carroll Named By
State Association
Tommy Carroll, Carroll Volkswagen.
Audi, Murray, has been re-elected for a
four-year term as-diStrict irector of
the Kentucky Automobile Dealers
Association. The Association is a
statewide organization of franchise and
independent motor vehicle dealers,
with offices in Frankfort.
Carroll represents the first senate
district on the board of the association.
It is his second term as director.

Carroll's Low Number Of Vetoes
May Have Set Modern Day Record
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov..
Julian Carroll seems to have set a
modern day record in the low number
of vetoes of 1976 legislative bills.
He vetoed four Wednesday and
allowed another handful to become law
without his signature, beating the
midnight Thursday-deadline/for acting
on recent legislation. Among the vetoed bills was the administration's own consumer protection measure
the stronger of two
anti-trust versions.
The four vetoes contrasted with 17
two years ago and 21 four years ago
when Democrat Wendell Ford was
governor..
They are far under the 48 vetoes of
1970 when Republican Louie Nunn was
governor and the legislature remained
Democrat-dominated.
Carroll signed about 300 measures
enacted by the General Assembly
which adjourned March 20.
Among the dozen he let beqorrie law
but did not sign were-hills allowing

Cloudy and Mild
Partly cloudy and mild today, high in
the mid to upper 50s. Partly cloudy and
cold tonight, low in the upper 30s.
Partly cloudy and warmer Friday, high
in the low 60s. Saturday partly cloudy
and warmer with chance of showers.

small wineries to operate in Kentucky
and raising the interest rates for small
loans.
Carroll attached a note to another —
one exempting taxicab companies from
overtime pay requirements which was
-"piggybacked" with a bill providing for
seniority as top priority in employment
practices-.
The governor said he could not veto
the seniority section', which he regards
as unconstitutional, without wrecking
the other part which he favors, so has
let the entire version become law.
The final veto was of House Bill 37,
which would have required state,
municipal and county governments to
make available — at the option of
employes
Health Maintenance
Organization (HMO) medical -services
instead of regular hospital and medical
insurance. "The bill is contradictory and confusing," Carroll commented.
In vetoing House Bill 646, one of his
consumer versions, the governor
commented that HB 644, a weaker antitrust bill, handles the subject "in a
more responsible manner."
HB 646 would have empowered the
state attorney general to take legal
action against businesses engaged in
price fixing .or_ other monopolistic
practices.
Instead, Carroll opted for FIB 644
•

which tends to restrain the issuance of
orders and injunctions in connection
with anti-trust practices.
The weaker version also repeals the
so-called fair trade laws of Kentucky to
conform with recent federal legislation
The veto of HB 646 leaves a net total
of 10 of 12 Carroll consumer measures
passed.
A new car lemon bill failed to get
through the 1976 General Assembly and
the governor acknowledged it was one
of the few times he could not get his
way.
Carroll also vetoed Senate Bill 187
which would have allowed parent and
subsidiary corporations to be considered as one corporation for licen.
sing.
He said he has ordered the revenue
department to study possible changes
in the corporation license tax law.
Also vetoed was Sll 269 which would
have restricted work release for certa:n
prisoners except during the 90 days
before the end of their sentences.
The governor said 165 inmates
currently in the program would not
have qualified under the bill.
One obvious reason for the low
number of vetoes was Carroll's iron
control of the General Assembly and
therefore the type and pace of
legislation enacted.
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WHEELCHAIR RAMPS -- Charlie McKenny and his CETA crew are working this week on wheelchair ramps at the
to roll from the street to the sidewalk with a
corners of the court square. The ramps will enable wheelchairs
minimum of effort.

,
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Work is expected to by completed within the next few days on construction of a new boat laum in-g ramp at
Fenton Informal Use Area just east of the Iggner's Ferry Bridge in 1 Shd Betweer. The lakes, TVA public outdoor
!
rim .rirwyrd.and rep.14(cd with a ri,ew...and con.).14
re( reation area The older, coiner_ ramp wrce.r
siderably larger ramp. wRla".01 allow three boats to be launc bed at one time The new far ilit‘ is 40 reel ,A ide and
72 feet long and consists of a 6-inch thick concrete slab. TVA employees are completing the work this week.

MSU To Initiate Program To Train
Older Adults As Recreation Workers
A 750-hour training program to
prepare older adults as recreation
technicians for health care facilities in
the Jackson Purchase will be initiated
by Murray State University April 19.
Funded by a ;60,798 teaching grant
from the Kentucky Bureau of Manpower Services to the Department of
Recreation and Physical Education at
Murray State, the training program has
been organized to accommodate a total
of 30 people in two 21-week training
cycles.
Interviews are now being conducted
for the first cycle of 15 persons.
Applicants must be from 45 to 65 years
of age, unemployed or underemployed,
and meet certain other requirements of
the Manpower Services program.
Trainees will be paid during the
training period.
Rebekah Blaiire, director and clinical
coordinator for the program, said
qualified persons wishing to apply for
the training program should contact the
Bureau of Manpower Sedvices office in
their area without delay.
Persons living in Marshall,
McCracken, Ballard,- -roc Carlisle -counties should contact David Dunning,
Bureau of Manpower Services, 416
South 6th, Paducah, (502 444 6395),
while persons living in Calloway,

Graves, Hickman, or Fulton counties
should contact Grace Thomas, Bureau
of Manpower Services, _319 South 7th,
Mayfield, 1.502-247-3857).
Upon completion of the course, which
includes 13 weeks of instruction on the
campus and eight weeks of on-the-job
experience 4n health care facilities in
the Jackson Purchase, a participant
will have the skills to become a
Regisbered Therapeutic Technician I
as accredited by the National
Therapeutic Recreation Society.
Recreation technicians are qualified
to direct patient activities in a variety
of health care facilities, including
hospitals, nursing homes, personal care
homes, rehabilitation centers, and
community mental health centers.
Emphasizing the people-to-people
approach of the program, Ms. Blaine,
who is a Master Therapeutic
Recreation Specialist, said the training
program is being tailored to the
existing leisure needs of the health care
facilities within the Jackson Purchase.
"Our purpose is to enhance the skills
of older adults in the basic areas of
recreation in health care facilities
which already have coordinators and in
facilities which have no trained people
•j the area of recreation," she explained.

FBLA Conference
Set At University
More than 600 high school students
from 7/ chapters of the Future Business
Leaders of America FBLA) will be on
the campus of Murray State University
Thursday, April 8, for the fifth annual
Region One Leadership Conference of
FBLA.
To begin at 10 a., m., the activities"'
during the day will include competition
in 23 individual and chapter events,electfon of five new regional officers44-talent show,'and an awards banquet at5
p. m. in the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building.
The top three award winners in each
contest will advance to the state FBLA
Leadership Conference in Louisville
April 22-23-24 to compete against the
winners in foUr other regions in Kentucky. Winners in state competition will
advance to the national conference in
Washington,D. C., in June.
A highlight of the regional conference
each year is the selection of Miss FBLA
and Mr. FBLA.
Diane Bell of Lone Oak High School,
regional vice-president, will preside
during the 10 a. m. general assembly in
Lovett Auditorium. Dr. Constantine W.
Curris, Murray State president, will
welcome the group to the campus and
Reidland High School will present a
Bicentennial skit during the opening
session
The talent show is scheduled at 1:45
p. m. in the University School
auditorium.
Tim Devore of East Hardin High
School, state FBLA president, will
install the new regional officers
following their election at the banquet.
First, second, and third place winners
from the oral and written contests
during the day will also be recognized
Univerltit# ?Old riltinittill*ty people
maLt- itidge the competitive. events.Robert P. McCann, assistant professor
of business education and ad-

ministrative management is serving as
the campus coordinator for the conference.
Among the contest. categories during
the day are the following: annual
chapter activities report, original
project, largest chapter membership,
best chapter exhibit, parliamentary
procedure, Mr. FBLA, Miss FBIA,
spelling, public speaking, junior clerk
typist, senior clerk typist, junior
stenographer, senior stenographer,
data pressing, junior accounting,
cerlical, business math, penmanship,
bulletin board, scrapbook, state
project, Eugene Smith Scholarship, and
Ethel Flock Scholarship

Besides the on-the-job training, the
course content of the program is
divided into 10.categories — orientation
to therapeutic services, delivery of
services to special populations, human
growth and development, basic information on disabling conditions,
communication techniques, dynamics
of group leadership, recreational activities skills, introduction to activity
analysis, program planning and
analysis, and administrative practices.
Ms. Blaine, who earned the B A.
degree in recreational administration
.,the University of Kentucky and iii
now doing thews research in
therapeutic recreation, haS worked as a
recreational therapist in St. Joseph's
Hospital, the University of Kentucky
Medical Center, and Eastern State
Hospital in Lexington, and Norton's
Infirmary in Looisville.
• Health care facilities administrators
may contact Ms./ Blaine or Lloyd
Brander,- recreation therapist, at 7626901 or 762-6972 at MUrray State.

Wholesale
Prices' Up
WASHINGTON (Ait)' — Wholesale
prices reversed a two-month decline
and rose two-tenths of a per cent in
March despite another,st_i _arp drop in
farm prices, the government said
today.
The Labor Department attributed the
over-all increase to higher prices for
processed foods and feeds and industrial goods, which failed to offset a 1
per cent drop in wholesale prices for
farm products.
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Kiss.inis Club President Perry Cavitt, left, presents a heck for $100 to
nittein director of the Murray-Callowartounty Senior Citizens
progr.,,, to the right isaan IRodden, a member of the Kisvanis Club.
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To Marry In May

"Alice In A New Wonderland"
—Plus—
"The White Mane" - Both (G)
—All Seats 1'

Thris Apr. 22
15, 9:35 + 2:30 Sun

5 Academy Awards
Inc. Best Picture,
Actor, Actress & Director

JACK NICHOLSON
ONIEFM/OVER
1HE CUcI
NEST
421.

A Fantasy Film

R

United Artists

- Ends Tonite

Starts Tomorrow For 2 BIG WEEKS!

W6LT DISNEY
PROOUCTtONS

--- NO DEPOSIT
NO RE1'IJ1IN
7 2° 9 20 + 2 3° Sat Sun I

Final Week!
7:20,9:25

tate Show Fri.-Sat. 11:40
"Love Games"(X) 18 or Over Only

UR RAY
Open 6:45-Start 7:1 5
Thru Wed.
WInterhavvk .
A Inakokfoot Logiond

Now
Open
Every
Nile

-'Happy Birthday, U. S. A."
is the theme of the forty-fifth
annual meeting of The Garden
Club of Kentucky, Inc. to be
held at the Campbell Houe,
Lexington, April 27-29.
Blue Grass District is host
for the meeting. Mrs. James
Lockett, Frankfort, is district
Mrs. Stanely
director.
Manning and Mrs. C. P. Gill
are co-chairmen for the
meeting.
Meetings of the Advisory
Council, Executive Board,
Judges Council, and a
workshop,for club presidents
will be held Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank P. Leber and
Mrs. Harold Osborn, Chicago,
will present a flower
arranging
program,
-Adventures in Creativity,"
at the Judges Council dinner
Tuesday night. Mrs. Leber is
Judges Council Chairman of
—Illinois and Mrs. Osborn'is a
master judge.
Mrs. Stanley Baldwin,
Madisonville, president of The
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc.
will preside at the official
Miss Julie Ann Saylors
opening of the meeting at 10 a.
and Loyd Alan McClure
m. Wednesday. Mayor Foster
Pettit, Lexington, will give the
Mr. and Mrs. Carlee Saylors announce the engagement and
welcome address.
approaching marriage of their daughter, Julie Ann, to Loyd
J..acqueline Swigart,
Alan McClure,son of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt McClure of Hazel.
Miss Saylors, a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High Louisville, Chairman of
School, is employed at Littleton's. HOLES IN CHEESE
Mr. McClure, a 1974 graduate of Calloway County High
Why do some cheese have
School, attends Murray State University and is presently em- holes? -The holes are caused
ployed at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
by the fermentation that
Plans are now being completed for a May 14th wedding at occurs in the curd when a
5:30p.m. at the Hazel Baptist Church. All friends and relatives firmly pressed cheese, such as
are invited. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Swiss, is being cured. Heat is
used to encourage the
separating of the curd from
the whey. This separated curd_
is then cut, drained in
cheesecloth and then pressed,
today by mechanical presses,
The
Gamma closing ritual and mizpah.
Gamma
Refreshments of cake, chips until the curd is firm and
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
held its regular meeting on and dip, and soft drinks were almostilry. Then the curd that
has undergone such a process
Thursday, March 25, at 7:30- served by Mrs. Rogers.
p.m. at the home otliIts. - The next meeting will be is stored in a warm curing
Thursday, April 8, at 6:30 cellar, gas begins to form. The
Linda Rogers.
-Never Underestimate the -ran. at the home of Mrs. gas makes bubbles, and the
Power Of A Woman" was the Debbie Horschel. A potluck bubbles create the holes. The
subject of the program
supper will be served for all more violent the fermentation, the larger the
presented by Mrs. Joretta
new prospective members. •
holes
Randolph.
Mrs. Kathy Lichtenegger,
secretary, and Mrs. Sue
Brandon, treasurer, gave
their reports. Saturday, May ,
1, is the date set by the Ways
and Means Committee to hold
the Mothers Day Bazaar.
The Ritual of Jewels was
held for Mrs. Debbie Horschel. The members then all,
welcomed Mrs. Horschel into
the group.
An election of officers- for
the upcoming 1976-77 year was
held with the slate as follows:
Mrs. Linda Rogers, president;
Mrs. Edna Vaughn,first vice;
Mrs..Dortha Stubblefield„
second vice; Miss Bt.verly
J3rittain, recording secretary;
Nesbitt,
Tricia
Mrs.
corresponding secretary;
Mrs. Alice Rouse, tfeKStifer;
Mrs. Sylvia Thomas, extension officer.
The meeting was closed by
members repeating the
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Boston Bean Sandwich:
Lightly butter a slice of Boston
brown
bread,
cover
generously with hot baked
beans and a thick layer of
shredded Cheddar cheese.
Broil slowly until cheese melts
than top with crisp bacon
slice.

Me Mum',
Tomr.
r

Environmental
Quality
Commission for State of
Kentucky, will speak on
conservation at the Wednesday luncheon.
A tour and tea at the
Thirteen members of the
Headley
Museum
wjll •Pacers Homemakers Club
highlight Wednesday • af- met at the home of
Cbokie
ternoon's program.
Callahar on Wedneaday,
The University of Kentucky March 10, at ten a.m. with
Fay
Chorale, under the direction of Jacks, president, presiding.
Sara Holroyd,_ will present
Wilma Beatty presented a
selections of George Gershwin very informative lesson
on
and George Cohan at the "Cancer's Warning Signals."
Wednesday night banquet.
Lovely fabric and burlap
The meeting will close flowers were shown
by Lola
Thursday with a 10 a. m. Humn and it was decided
to
brunch.
schedule a workday fbr crafts.
Reservations should be
During the business session
made by April 20 with Mrs. the minutes
were read and the
Clyde McDaniel, 908 Chinoe financial
report was given.
Road, Lexington, 40502.
Discussions included the

co.4A

Pacers Club Has Meet
At Callahan Home
spring trip to Holly Springs,
Miss., the selections of next
year's lessons,- and the ordering of altiminurn trays and
wicker baskets.
The next meeting will be
held on Wednesday, April 14,
at 9:30 a.m. at the home of
Regina Baggett.
PROTEIN IN POT
„Children who carry their
lunch to school will get more
protein from a pot roast
sandwich than one made with
bologna or frankfurters.
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Wedding Photography
by

David Hill
Quality Work
Over5 Years Experience
Dependable Results

Gamma Gamma Chapter Elects
'Officers At The Ro_gers"
Home
_ _

BEANS AND BREAD

(irr/AtiPAri

Kentucky Garden Club
Meeting At Lexington

Spring and Summer Weddings

753-9562
r1
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Now you can rest a little easier.

To suit
c*Ps the
eod„,
occasion.:

Federal legislation which began in September permits you to
authorize the deposit by the Treasury Department of your Social
Security check into your checking account or savings account with
us.

Now you can earn a little more.
You'll earn interest from the moment we receive your Social
Security check if it is deposited to your savings account. No more
idle funds, while your check rests in your mailbox or on your desk.

Now you can avoid a wait in line.
,lust because your Social Security check arrived doesn't mean you
have to go to the bank. We deposit it for you. Automatically.
Am.

after
1 Six 1

featuring... I

In Stock So...
No Waiting, No Ordering

Located in...

Zlielfgollese

„..5114cip

Now you can arrange for direct deposit of
your Social Security check. Drop)by the bank
and fill out the authorization form.

Bank of Murray
Member FDIC

Holt to Wallace Book Store

•
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Should 'Other Woman'
Help Bury lijs VVile?
DEAR AB.Y:,1 am a happily married woman. I've had a
very close relationship with a man who is also happy with
his wife. We are both in the same type of business, and we
see eatEother frequently to discuss business matters or just
to have a friendly get-together. We have been to bed
together during,business trips, but neither of us thinks of it
as any great love affair. We are just friends who enjoy all
sides of our relationship.
About a year ago, his wife found out about us and got all
uptight. (I don't blame her. After that, we stopped seeing
each other socially, but when we meet on business, the close
romantic feeling is still there.
Now I've heard that this man's wife has a terminal illness
and hasn't much longer to live.
When she dies should I attend the funeral? If' my
husband were to die, I'd want this friend of mine to attend
the funeral, but I don't know if he would feel the same way.
Should I ask him? That seems so crass. Please advise me.
- _
OLD FRIEND
' DEAR FRIEND: Don't ask him. And don't attend the
funeral. I think he'll probably appreciate your absence.
DEAR ABBY: I am a widow in my mid-50s, and I live in
an exclusive high.rise apartment. Last month a bachelor
moved into the apartment next to mine. This man has an
electric organ, that I can hear him playing nearly every
evening.
I don't mind that, but he also has a Boston bulldog that
"sings" while he plays the organ. The dog's "singing"
consists of a howling sound, but he very often hits the right
note, begins at the beginning of every song and finishes at
the end (Sometimes the man "harmonizes" with the dog.)
The man is very attractive, and appears to be in his 60s. I
understand he is a retired physician.
I suppose he is lonely, but I'm sure he could do much
bettor than a singing dog for-company. How do I meet him?
THE LADY NEXT DOOR
DEAR LADV: Invite him over for a T-bone steak dinner
and tell him ion% save the bone for his dog.

a

--DEAR ABBY; My husband.and--1_ are in he process-of. seeking an inexpensive way to get a divorce. We are already
living apart and are in total agreement on everything,
including the custody of our child and the visitation rights.
All we have to do is get it all down in writing and make it
legal.
We inquired at the Legal Aid Society but were told that
we don't qualify for low-cost legal aid because we are both
gainfully employed.
The other alternative is a "divorce kit," which is a kind of
"do-it-yourself" divorce, costing $95 for papers plus a $3 fee
for filing.
As we see it, the $3 fee is the only necessary action to be
taken by us. lan:t it possible to write up our own legal
papers and have them • notarized?
Why do we have to go through with the expense of having
a lawyer write up the papers when we are in complete
agreement on all the terms?
FRIENDLY PARTING
DEAR FRIENDLY: Regardless of how "friendly" and
"in agreement" you,two may be, I would still recommend

legal counsel. Some of those "do-it-yourself" divorces are
more expensive in the long run than the regular kind are.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclosed long, self-addressed. stamped
)2641 envelope

Kite De* Held eci S6riat Pack
No. 46 At East Elemenhvy School
Ctih Scout Pack No. ,48 of
East Elementary School held
its regular monthly. pack
meeting on Saturday afternoon, March 20, at the
school.
The main event for the
afternoon was a Kite Derby
with winners as follows:
Weblos - Most Original,
Allan Miller.
_ ,
Cubs - Most Original, Mark
Hale, Den 3.
Largest Flying - Stephen
Penick, Den 1.
Smallest Flying - Todd Root,
Den 1.
Longest Flying - Mark
Barrow, Weblos.

Receiving
Achievements
were:
Weblos: Mark Barrow Outdoorsman Sportsman;
Terry Stubblefield - Bobcat
Athelete; Bruce Root
Aquanaut, Artist, Citizen,
Engineer, Naturalist, Outdoorsman ; Sam Henry Citizen; Mike Garrison Bobcat; Greg Lovett-Bobcat.
Den 1: Todd Root - Wolf, and
Jeff Harris - Bobcat.
Den 3: Joey Hicks- Bobcat.
Next pack meeting will be
on Sunday afternoon, April 25,
at two p.m. at the school with
a Bike Rodeo Ribbons will be
awarded.

Anyonc
Would Be Pleased
To Wear_An

Elegant
Heir
Leisure
Suit

Miss-Janet-Rowland
Is Wranglers Queen

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

4444

Saturday, April;
Thursday, April 1
Wranglers Riding Club will
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m. have a potluck supper, cake
walk, and dance at the Carat the Lodge Hall.
man Pavilion, College Farm
Calloway County Public Road, at 6:30 p.m.
Library Board of Trustees will
meet at seven p.m. at the
VFW Post No. 5638 willIneet
library.
at Triangle Inn at noon.-

Janet Rowland, 15 year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rowland of Almo
Route One, will be crowned as
queen of the Wranglers Riding
Club at the potluck supper
meeting to be held by the club
at the Cannisic

Methodist Church and her
bobby is horse back riding.
The supper will be served at
6:30 p.m. Saturday with the
club to furnish the drinks and
the bread. A cake walk will be
held during the event and a
dance will follow the crowning
_
ceremonies. •

Hospital Report

Bake and riumna,ge sale
Marsh 29, 1976
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of be held by Senior Missionary
Adults 118
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Group of Chestnut,Grove A.
0.1
witty 4
--NE—
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
M.& Church at the building
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Hazel
by .U-Tote-Em in
Friday, April 2
McFadden
Baby Boy
at
9:30
a.m.
starting
Memorial services for the
(mother Teresa J.), 1203
April
4
Sunday,
late Dr. Martin Luther King
College Cts., Murray, Baby
Annual Missionary Da)
will be at Mt. Horeb Free Will
Boy McClain (mother Brenda
program
will
be at Chestnut
Baptist Chirch at 7:30,p.m.
K.),511 Broad, Murray. . •
Grove A. M. E. Church, Hazel,
DISMISSALS
_
at 2:30 p. m. With Rev, Drew
Golden Age Club will have a
Mrs.-Annie M. Thorne, Rt. 2,
as speaker. Refreshments will
potluck luncheon at noon at
beat 1:30 p.m.
• • yuryent; In., Roby A.
the social hall of the First
Meadoris
.
, P.O. Box 2684, Rm.
Sunday, April 4
United Methodist Church.
621, White Hall, MSU, James
Western Kentucky Alpha
Janet Hu% laud
A. Wheatley, 106 E. College,
Shopping for Senior Citizens Delta Pi Alumni Chapter will across from Calloway County Mayfield, Tom L. McElrath'
to North Central Shopping meet at the ADP _roottn _High- School, on Saturday, Texplred), 711 Main St.,
Center and downtown will be Murray State University, at Apri13, at 6:3Q p.m.
Murray.
at 9:30 a.m. and for Bel Air three p.m. For information
Miss Rowland, a freshman
at Calloway County High
Shopping Center and down- call 753-9349.
town at 12:30 p.m.
School where she is a member
of the Beta Club, Pep Club,
Wranglers Riding Club will and FHA Chapter, will
The First District Retired
Teachers Association will sponsor a horse show at two represent the Wranglers Club
in an area Queen Contest
meet at ten a. m. at the p.m. at the riding 011":: •
sponsored by the West KenUniversity School auditorium,
Gospel singing will be held tucky Horseman's Association
North 16th Street. Mrs. Mary
V. Chenoweth, regional at Oak Grove Baptist Church on April 24 at Paducah. She
attends the Bethel United
representative of Washington, at two p.m.
D. C., will be special guest.
Saturday, April 3
Blue Grass State CB Club
will have a potluck supper.at
the-Ellis Center at five p.m.
Interested persons are invited
and call Shirley Kurtz for

information.
^

Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet at the home of Miss
Maude Nance at 1:30 p.m.
with Dr. Harry Sparks as
speaker.

SMITS
Open Friday
Nights VI

eieista
Mrs. Paschall Opens Her Home
For Oak Grove Women's Meet
Mrs. .Clara Jean Paschall Sherry Paschall, Mrs. Jane
opened her home on Thur- Morton, Mrs. Clara Jean
sday, March 11, for the all day Paschall, and Mrs. Freda
meeting in obseri,ance of the Humphreys, members; Mrs.
Week of Prayer for Home Martha Underwood, Mrs.
Missions held by the 11Aptist. Beverly Foutch and children,
Women' of the Oak- Grove Larry Don and Tracey
butch, visitors.
Baptist Church.
The next meeting will be
. A series of lessons prepared
and gin by the members held Monday, April 26, at were on the following: seven p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Freedom to Grow, symbol, Freda Humphreys.
covered wagon; freedom from
tradition, symbol, Liberty
bell; freedom for leisure, Bill
of Rights; freedom from want
Statue of Liberty; freedom to
serve, United States flag.
A delicious noon meal was
served to Mrs. Omega Jones,
Mrs. Youlancia Grooms, Mrs. The first cookbook is be
Wanda Smith, Mrs. Pauline lieved to be a Roman oneStory, Mrs. Delpha Taylor, called "Of Culinary Matters,"
Mrs. Hilda Evitts, Mrs. written in the first century.

Rt...freshyurself\Nith
5tragranceluxuries!
THEINTER!I'DE
REFRESHER
by:Frances Delip6

11
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tierkid

Reg.19.00,valbe
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'50
PG:el'
07•4 r

With 5.00 Frances
Denney purchase.

or-RmaT
beautra
April Shower
of Sa • s!

Interlude to stroke on, powder on, lather
on, spray on, splash on Interlude, the
frasrance that goes from bath to bed. Five
fragrance luxuries all wrapped up in a dazzling designer-original plaid from Frances
Denney. Yours for 6.50 with any 5.00 additional purchase.

1. Interlude Body Lotion, 4 ounces; 2.Interlude Splash, 4 ounces; 3. Interlude
Bath Oil Soap; 4. Interlude Perfumed
Body Powder S/laker; 2 ounces; S.Interlude Perfumed Cologne Natural
Spray, .33 ounces. Hurry in today and get
your Interlude Refresher.

SIMITS

Now They April* 1 7th
Brief Panty Sandalfoot, Regular 1:-.
6
-0 NOW 1.39 'pr.
Reinforced Panty and Toe, Reg. 1,69 NOW 1.39 pr.
Reinforced Panty and Toe, Reg. 1.75 NOW 1.39 pr. All
Sheer Sandalfoot, Regular 2.00 NOW 1.65 pr._ Sheer _2
Support Pantyhose, Reg. 3.95 NOW 3.25 pr.

Rurgundv
28(w

MITS
We're Overstocked Due To.
Unseasonably WarniNegther

ive

fiess's

SPRING
COATS

Mahogany, Navy
and White
14.00
•••

Our Regular
28.00 to 72.00

Reduced
assorted
colors S, sizes

7he fe1c .eacklep
Rd -Air Shopping tenter

_

rmi

Burgundy
and Tan
23.00

20%-30%
We're overstocked! Our loss is
gain. Buy for now and next season 1,,0
All spring styles have been reduced
from 20% to 30% Raincoats not included.
Junior and missy sizes. SAVE NOW! s
74.

4

• s.
a

.iitorials and opinionated articles on this site are presented for
...rouse of proytaing a forum for the tree'essitegale of differing
litters to the editor in response to editorials and
flb
-,iated articles are encouraged
editors of this newspaper ,1runis belles, that to limit
, . Aated articles to onl% those which paegallel the editunil
,opti% of%his newspaper would be a llissergee to 1.ur readers
ioreat urge-readers-who donut agree e'Ursa editorial stark.i or
..uus presented tn. an Individual writer in aolplumn to responst
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EDITORIAL

Robbing The Poor
Disclosures of cheating in the •
Medicaid program, the federal
government's answer to the
health problems of the poor, indicate that up to $4 billion annually is being fradulently
siphoned from the program.

vestigations last year. They say
Medicaid probes reveal the
same pattern. Other dispensers
of health care depend upon doctors for cooperation in their
illegal practices.
Medicaid is administered by
the states and it is the states
that must police the problem. A
swing to automated processing
and auditing systems in some
areas is expected to reduce
fraud. Some states are experimenting with private contractors in the search for more
efficient systems. The Department of Health, Education and
Welfare is getting tougher.
The crackdown merits the
urgency it has been given. The
cheaters are robbing the government, the people, and,
shamefully, the poor. And at
the same time their fraudulent
acts are tarnishing the good
reputation shared by 611 in the
medical profession.

The direct victim is the
American taxpayer, but the
ultimate losers are the poor and
elderly who are supposed to
benefit the most from the
program. The funds diverted to
bill padding, kickbacks,
duplicate billing, illegal claims
and other abuses are denied to
people who really need help.
Hospitals, laboratories, pharmacies and other providers of
specialized services are involved in the offenses. Doctors,
however, are the chief culprits,
according to federal investigators. Physicians were
the targets of 73 per cent of
federal medicare abuse in-

Business Mirror

Environment Push
Getting Tangled
It is clear, he said, "that quadrupling
By JOHN CUNNWF
the output of power from an electrical
AP Business Analyst
station at another source will surely
NEW YORK AP) — The nation's
offset the benefits of removing the
progress toward a cleaner environment
additional 1.8 per cent at the control
seems to be getting tangled in the
source."
barbed wire of some physical, human
In the news also are some research
d economic realities.
reports that are said to show a direct
Rr some time, say the grimmer of
conflict between pollution control and
the \critics, the entire movement
energy conservation.
seemed' capable of soaring over the
Nearly a- yzar ago, mtudy by Arthur
obstructions. But now, they maintain,
D. Little Inc. indicated that the steel
the environmentalists are being
industry would have to increase its
brought back6-earth.
energy consumption 11 per cent to meet
Just what the\Consequences will be
the 1983 pollution-control requirements.
isn't entirely clear', but lives, jobs,
Now, says Business Week magazine,
prices, profits and availability of
a study made for the Commerce
products are involved, and there are
Department concludes that enplenty of people willing to stake
vironmental controls will force the iron
everything on one or more of them.
and steel industry to use 10 per cent
A major paper and wood products
more energy.
manufacturer maintains "there is
With both energy and environment
every possibility" its pollution-control
considered top priority goals, any
measures will create even more
reports of this sort are bound to be
damage, some of it not immediately
questioned and evaluated critically for
seen.
months and perhaps years, but at the
A research organization finds that in
moment a first-class conflict seems to
order to comply with environmental
exist.
requirements, some companies would
have to make sizable increases in their
use of energy, thus conflicting with
another national goal. .
The Environmental Protection
Agency last month exempted eight
• Rotary District Governor Waylon
steel plants from new._water pollution
Rayburn made his official visit to the
Murray Rotary Club yesterday. During
restraints, saying complianee costs
his tenure of office he will visit each of
might endanger their existence and
the Rotary Clubs in the district.
that of an entire local economy.
The-goal of eliminating all pollution
A history of Hardin, reprinted from
from a plant,'said C. R. Dahl, president
the Marshall Courier, Benton, is
of Crown-Zellerbach Corp., which says _pttblished today in the column, "Seen
it is spending 8190 million to clean up
& Heard Around Murray" by James C.
the environment, is an "illusion."
Williams.
In a talk to the Chamber of ComDeaths reported include Olive
merce of Camas-Washougal, Wash., he
Rogers and Dewitt Thompson.
stated:
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stewart are
"If pollution control regulations
observing their 66th wedding anremain unmodified, there is every
niversary today at their home on
---••possibilify that the control measures
North Sixth Street.
contribute more to the degradation,
The Murray State College Thoroughof the' total environment than to its
breds beat Purdue University by the
'improvement."
score of 7 to 1 in a baseball game here.
To seek total cleansing is to squander
billions,Ze suggested, because the
environment is capable of harmlessly
assimilating some degree of pollution.
And then there is the rule of
Pvt. Lubie Treas is taking his basic
diminishing returns.
combat training with the Eighth
In the field of air quality control, he
Infantry Division at Fort Carson,
said, "moving from 98 per cent to 99.8
Colorado.
per cent purity requires four times as
Pat Beale of Almo, age 82, died
much purchased energy as it took to get
March 30 at the Murray Hospital.
from zero to 98 per cent control."
A recording meeting of Cub Scout
Pack 45 was held March 30 at the
Murray High School auditorium. Ten
dens are included in the Pack.
Rev. Roy Williams is the evangelist
Let us consider one another to
at the revival services being held at
provoke unto love and to good
the First Methodist Church.
works; not forsaking the assembling
Births reported include a girl, Donna
of ourselves together. Hebrews 10:
24-25.
Louise, to Mr. and Mrs. Norville Cole
We need the stimulation and exon March 19.
ample of other Christians at home,
rat Thompson was hostess for
at wort,- ar-ptay and at worship to•tile meeting of the Paris Road
carry on Christ's example.
Homemakers Club held at her home.
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We May Have-The Largest
Coffee:Tree In The State

Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society

Of Calloway County

For April, our "Pet of the Month" is a
litter of terrier puppies. -Otis, pictured
here, is the biggestand*rougest of the
litter. He has been taken by a fimily in
By M.C. Garrott
Kirksey, but his three brothers, one
sister, and his mother are all seeking
L. D. Miller knows where just about
psrmanent homes. everything in Calloway County is and
The mother dog and her five puppies
how to get there.
were left behind when their owners
'Ever since the Legislature decreed
moved from Calloway County. A kind
that the coffee tree would heretofore be
neighbor took care of them for a week,
the official tree of the Commonwealth
'then called the Humane Society. For
of Kentucky, L. E1 has been trying to
-the past three weeks they..have been
show me "the biggest coffee tree in the
cared for in a foster home, but now the
state."
pups are old enough to leave their
Petsi the Month
A couple.of days ago, I rolled into the
mother:
.„ •
driveway after wrestling with tht•
The mother is a small *tan terrier,
Individuals- having questions or
problems and opportunities — of Oft
about two years old. Shy and
comments about articles in this series
daytO find L D-and a couple of his men
unresponsive when she first reached
are encouraged to write Humanely
breaking up my garden for me. When
her foster.home, she has blossomed
Speaking in care of the Humane Society
they finished he was ready to show me
under good care and attention. Now she
of Calloway County, P. 0. Box 2934,
the coffee tree.
is friendly and affectionate, and she
University Station, Murray, Kentucky
Until that afternoon. I wouldn't hay,
answers readily to the name "Mom42071.
known a coffee tree had I bumped int,
ma." We ask, however, that her new
one, although L. D. informed me as we
owner have her spayed as soon as
,411fai,
left town that all the trees along
possible.
1 he States Biggest Codee Tree?
Chestnut by the tennis courts at Murray
The puppies are tan or tan and white,
State were coffee trees.
perhaps part Corgi. Though they are
++++++
only six weeks old,. each has already
We headed out North 16th, across the
developed a distinctive personality.
121 Bypass and tteyond the new North
The runt of the litter, for example,
Elementary School before he took aleft
attempts to boss the others and takes
on a little gravel road. Within mindtes
the lead in investigative tours. One
( A column of information supplied by
we were parked in the yard of the home
large, male often sits by himself a
Frances Shea, Calloway County Circuit
of David Pritchett and beside of the big,
distance apart from his brothers and
Court Clerk; Jo Crass, Murray City
old tree.
sisters and watches their activity with a
Clerk; and Marvin Harris, Calloway
I had brought my 50-foot tape and we
bemused, paternal air. All five are
County
Court Clerk.
measured its circumference. It turned
and
inquisitive
show
lively
and seem to
out to be nine feet around the trunk, and
the intelligence characteristic of
The Circuit Court Clerk's office will
the best L. D., Mr..Pritchett and I could
terriers.
be open on Saturdays in April beginning
If you can offer one of these puppies
determine was about15 oar 10 feet tall.
Saturday, April 3, for the ptfrpose Of
Lightning had struck it about two years
or their mother a good home, call 753licensing boats. Office hours will be
ago, Mr. Pritchett said, and killed some
---7869.
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. All persons
of the upper limbs as well as burning a
DOG CENSUS
desiring to register their boats should
streak down it to the ground — but it
There are fourteen dogs at the
bring the 1975 license receipt. All new
still lived.
Murray-Calloway County Dog Pound
boats to be registered must have two
Two smaller ones, both about 16 in-,,,this week.
copies of the bill of sale with all inchea_in diameter, stand nearby, but the
PUPPIES: five mixed breed:Awe- formation regarding the
motor to be
old coffee tree dominates the yard. Not
collie-type.
used on the new boat. It is requested
Ifse.•-zslitoreatiiallilloillo*(4).-awo..;
far away is one of the biggest bodock, or
HALF-GROWN DOGS: one collie
that the Saturdays in April be used
The Old Bociock Tree nearby.
iron • or hedge apple; • as they are
type.
only for licensing boats; however in
big tree when I was a little girl," Miss
sometimes called, trees I have ever
GROWN DOGS: two shepherd type;
case of emergency drivers licenses
Martha said. Dr. Lisa retired in 1971
seen. We put the tape measure on it,
two mixed breed; one cocker spanielwill be issued.
after 37 years , as a member of the
too. It was 16 ,feet and four inches
type; one dachshund-type.
Circuit Court Clerk
biology faeuity at Murray State.
around its trunk.
Directions to the Pound
Boat licenses may be purchased at
"The story goes," Dr. Liza said,
++-+.+++
The Murray-Calloway County Dog
the Circuit Court Clerk's office by
-that my grandfather's brother, Uncle
Although Mr. H. B:Futrell now owns
Pound is located off Highway 641 North.
filling out the form below and bringing
Mack Palmer, who lived with my
the 106-acre farm where the old tree
Take a right turn at Penny Road. The
grandparents, brought a coffee tree
stands, it was at one tinie the
pound is the first building on the right,- it to the clerk's office.
sprout from somewhere in Missiouri
just before_ the Fisher-Price factory
homeplace of Dr. Liza and Miss Martha
and planted it in the years. They say
parking lot. It is a small cement
Spann's grandfather. Their father,
that's the old tree we see there now."
structure set back from the road, with a
Mosses (Uncle Moses) Spann, was born
Their cousin, Mrs. Jess Crago, 645
there. A farmer, he died in 1951 at the
public entrance at the back.
North 4th Street, verifies this account of
Please note: Any dog taken from the
age of 90.
the tree's beginning. Her yard also
dog pound should receive distemperThey well remember playing around
contains a number of coffee trees
vaccination from
the old tree as little girls when they
hepatitis
a
?own from sprouts which sprang up
went to visit their grandparents, but
veterinarian as soon as possible as it
around the old tree at the Pritchett
neither of them-know how old the tree
may have been exposed to disease at
OAT!
place and transplanted at her place.
is.
the pound. This is particularly imThey both also well remember
• "I'm 80 years old now, and it was a
portant since there are epidemics of
_ .
'playing beneath the sprawling bodock
distemper in sections of Murray at the
tree-,too. "In fact, it tinned Grandpa's' present time.
_wali"Dr. Liza said, "when its roots
caved in the side of the well and caused
.it to collapse. He had to dig another one
By The Associated Press
somewhere else. We had many a cool
Today is Thursday, April 1, the 92nd
...rye... nob
drink of water out of that well, too.
day of 1976. There are 274 days left in
Grandpa had one of those-things where
the year.
- you let a bucket down into the water by
Today's highlight in history:
a rope and then crank it up full." ,
* On. this date-in 1945, in the Pacific
+-1-4-+++
New York — The nation's first
War, more than 1,400 Allied ships began
0...Ga.,. 0caa.ai.,
0
So, until proven otherwise L. D. and I "divorcemobile" is on the road. The
the invasion of Japanese-held Okinawa.
are alying claim here and now to the poster-covered station wagon was
On this date—
largest coffee tree in Kentucky being in dedicated here Sunday by - Walter
In 1789, the U.S. House of
Calloway County.
Lubkemeier, president of the National
Representatives held its first full
"How did you know that tree was out Committee for Fair Divorce and
meeting, convening in New York City.
there?" I asked him as we bounced Alimony Laws. He said in the Times
In 1918, the Royal Air Force was
homeward in his pickup truck.
Square ceremony that committee
organized in Britain.
-Why, I know where everything is in members plan to drive the car to
In _ 1934
Britain, separated
Calloway County," he said with that big "every city, village and hamlet in the
Burnia from India, making it a
grin of his. I believe he does. The coffee continental United States" in a threevtenrvo
separate crown colony.
tree is just one of. a number of in- year campaign to reform the nation's
In 1939, • Generalissimo Francisco
teresting things he *ants to show me in divorce laws. asivY,Times),
Franco announced that the Spanish
time.
Civil War was over, and the United
States recognized his government.
In 1946, the United States told Cuba it
would give up bases held on the island
during World War H.
In 1963, New York City newspapers
resumed __ publication after being
closed down,tietrly four months in ;1
labOr dispute.
Ten years ago: An overAhein,il.t.;
election victory by the British Labor
By F.J.L. Blasingame. M.1)
Parity gave Prime Minister Harold
instructions
battery
Using a jumper cable to Jumper cables The
Wagon a clear mandate for another
quite 400k. but the. illness is
5 Start the engine on the disare:
recharge an automobile battery
usually 14ss toxic and of shorter
term in office,
•a
abled car
1. Turn off all electrical
can be hazardous since the cable
duration You should have an exFive years ago: President Nixon
6 Remove the cable connecexplode with great force
devices in the car.
Can
amination b.f.your nose as well as
ordered Lieutenant William Calley
tions in the reverse order from
2. Remove the vent caps from
Jumper cables can be twilight
a general cheCk-up to determine
released from the stockade and conhyany
put
on
that
they
were
so
way
battenes
the
are
and
supply
both
shops
most
at
why you are having recurrent
fined to' officers quarters at Fort
7 Replace the vent caps on
drogen gas that happened to he
handy to carry in your car in
sore throats
escape
readily
batteries.
battery
can
both
if
recharge
generated
your
order to
Benning, Ga., durihg review of Calley's
With higher new-car prices
co-nviction of murdering South vier-- , it fails on the street or highway and will not accumulate in sigQ: Mr I.Z. resents his physiincreased costs of automoamounts.
and
cables.
nificant
electricity
can
the
With
cian rewiring a written record
namese citizens and sentenCiAg_lo-lifts
bile maintenance, more
3. Attach one wire of the cable
be "jumped" froth another car to
of wheel prescribed medicine
imprisonment.
motonsts are keeping their cars
to the positive terminal (marked
The one that is disabled to start
was taken and wants to know_if
One year ago.;__' &riper Treasury_ --its engine.
longer and-servicing them them,..with a plus sign)on the good batsuch a request is not ton deSecretary John Connally was put on
selves to try to save money
Connect ions of the jumpeil catery Take care to see that the
manding.
More education regarding the
trial in Washington on bribery charge's: ble have to be made properly.
other end of the same wire is
A: It is common knowledge
plus.
Jumping
is
or
positive,
batters
hazards
of
the
if
it
always
connected
easy
to
to
do
not
This is
He was acquitted.
that many patients fail to follow
terminal on the faded battery. A
is dark or if the battery is
Today's birthdays: Actress Debbie
their physicians' advice hy not
covered with grease and dust so
flashlight may he very helpful.
Reynolds is 44. Lady Cleihentine
having prescriptions filled, not
Q: Mr GS 'wants to know why
4 Connect one end of the other
that its terminals camot be iden, Churchill is 91.
taking medication as directed,
.•••••
he continues, to have sore throat
wire in the cable to the negative
tified Improper connections can
or stopping medication preThought for today: For every minute -VaIlle-the recharging battery to
trouble even though he has had
terminal (marked with a minus
maturely Therefore, some
you are angry, you lose 60 seconds of
sign) on the good batter-Attie
his tonsils removed
give off a hydrogen gas that can
of
physicians are pressing their pasure to conned the other
A! As you know there is more
explode if ignited by a spark
happiness. - Ralph Waldo Emerson,
tients to see that they follow
this Are to the bumper or
to the throat than tonsils They
resulting from improper cable
American writer, 1803-1882.
i .
teianedhlass. •
engine blolt of the car with the- mita
-lly are removed because of -directions and fake theft'
Bicentennial footnote7 Two hAndred
nscurrign.. toxic (fere& and per
failed baUery not to be nega--nosiness Week_ recently
medicines as prescribed...Such
years *ago today, General aeorgesistent cases of sore throat
tive terminal of the failed ha(
published a summary of instrucrecords help physicians to judge
Washington was busy at his 1(7amconnection
One can contract an infection
tery. Such a remote
tions made public by the
the
benefits of medicine and to
of
danger
bridge, Mass., headquarters preplaring
redilces the potential
Goodyear Tire and Rubber CO.
in his pharynx the back and
get better cooperation from their
igniting any hydrogen fumes sides of the throat) after removal
to move his army to New York after the
to prevent sepousiSlattery accipat tents
that might have formed from the
of infected tonsils and can be
dents by the proper use of
British evacuation of Boston.
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Cavaliers' Coach Knows How To Get His Team Motivated

LEItCER

By The Associated Press
Coach
Bill Fitch of
Cleveland knows how to
motivate his players.
"When I heard that
Washington had lost, I told the
players at halftime that we
were up against a bette'r team
than Washington," Fitch said
Wednesday after his Cavaliers
defeated the New Orleans
Jazz 110-101 and moved into
first place in the National
Basketball
Association's
Central Division, percentage

Nese

ahead
of
the
points
Washington Capitals.
Cleveland has a 45-30 wonloss record for a .600
Washington,
percentage.
which dropped a 95-88 verdict
to Golden State, is now 46-31
for .59

Out Of Hospital
RALEIGH, N.C. (0)
After spending four days in a
Raleigh hospital for observation, North. Carolina
State basketball Coach Norm
Sloan was to be released today
and continue. recruiting efforts.
Sloan said he suffered an
eye injury when hit by the ball
while playing racquet ball at
the YMCA Monday. There was
some hemorrhaging so he was
hospitalized as a precaution,
he said.

mations._ or

this series
Humanely
iane Society
. Box 2934,
+, Kentucky

The award for the most improved bowler in the Tuesdal
Magic Tri league was given to Bonnie Hole (left) with on in.
crease of 17 pins to her average. Mildred Hodge took first
place for the highest individual game handicap with a 260 and
high individual series handicap with a 665.
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period .., and he just about
_
killed us."
Jim Cteamons scored 18
points — 12 in the final period
— and Jim Chones and Austin
Carr chipped in with 17 apiece
to pace Cleveland. Maravich
wound up with 21 points
although sitting out the last 10
minutes of the game.
Bibby replaced Maravich
and led a Jazz rally that cut
Cleveland's 10-point lead to 9592 with five minutes left before
Cleamons scored six points to
Ice the Cavs' victory.
- Warriors 95, Bullets 88
10-point
Phil Smith's
splurge in the fourth quarter
guided Golden State to its
victory over Washington:Rick
Barry paced the warriors
with M points while Charlie
Johnson and Jarnaal Wilkes
added 18 each. Smith finished
with 14 points, but his 12-footer
in the_final period_ broke.a 7979 tie and put the Warriors
ahead to stay. High for
Washington was Phil Chenier
ANOTHER HIT Jack PerLonte of the 'Breds hod a good day Wednesday against North Dakota with 21.
as he broke loose for four hits in Murray's twin victories over the Sioux for more pictures and
76ers 107, Braves 103
story see page seven of today's paper
Fourteen points by Georgt
(SHIN Photo by Mike Brandon) McGinnis in the final 15
minutes carried Philadelphia
over Buffalo and into second
place in the NBA's Atlantic
Division. McGinnis finished
with 26 points.
Randy Smith and John
Shumate paced Buffalo with
28 and 25 points, respectively.
Soaks 120,Lakers 109
Guards Herm Gilliam and
Fred Brown scored 22 points
apiece as Seattle-downed Los
club and this Superdorne is a
tough place to play, as a lot of
teams have found out lately,"
Fitch said. "Maravich I Jazz
guard Pete) is amazing, and
he makes it ink so easy.
Henry) Bibby came in to
;nth
replace, Pete in the

'Bred Statistics

to prepare for our Anniversary Sale
Starting Monday. April 5

416

BOWLING
Dave
MILWAUKEE
Soutar rolled a 12-game total
of 2,702 to;take a 42-pin lead
over _Louie Moore in the
Bowlers
Pro
$80,000
Association Tournament.
GENERAL
,PROVO, Utah — Brigham
-Young University baseball
coach Glen Tuckett was
named athletic director to
replace Stan Watts, who
announced his retirement last
week.

lit other'.14111-A games
Wednesday, -ihiladelphia
edged Buffalo 107-103, -Boston
Crushed Phoenix 122-102,
Detroit stopped Chicago 102-96
and Seattle rolled over Los
Angeles 120-109,.
The Ja7- 4re quite a-balr

ab
Hughes
67
Perconte
74
Siemanowski
77
Walker
74
Brown
51
Steuber
46
Kiel
50
Courtney
61
Geisler
67
Luigs
6
Cathey
30
Crouch
7
Wagoner
7
DeVoss
4
3
Niswonger
Totals
624

h att.
25 .373
25 .338
14 .182
21 .284
13 .255
17 .370
16 .320
21 .344
21 .313
2 .333
10 .333
0 .000
2 .286
0 .000
0 .000
187 .300

Angeles. Reserve Cazzie
_Russell and center Kareem
AbrIalulalibar scored 32 and 30
points, respectively for the
Loiters,
Pistons 102, Bulls 96
Joha_ ..11engeles 23-point
performance paced Detroit
past Chicago as the Pistons
posted their sixth straight
victory. Tied 59-59 late in the
third period, Detroit outscored
the Bulls 16-6 to put the game
away. Bob Wilson topped
Chicago with 19 points.
Celtics 1t2, Sims 102 Boston snapped Phoenix!
seven-game winning streak
behind JoJo White's 22 points
and Charlie Scott's 18. Nate
Hawthorne led the Suns with
22 points, while Alvan Adams
added 21 and Paul Westphal
18.
I

Service
s
*0001 For Your
.4 FA

life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210E.Main

1hone1530489

Ladies
Shope Up To Be
Counted In This
Spring
Register now for conditioning class begincurN
April 5th

Second place team on the Tuesday Magic In League was lindys. Team members Ore lift Is
right Marie Jacobsmo Marge Hinman, Grace Snyder and Barbara Snyder. Not shown is Net kwMem

Murray Tennis Center,
Inc.
Health Spa
Call 753 01 29 or 753 9139

Let-Christ's Freedom Ring!
City-County Wide Baptist Led Revivals
t'Christ's
0
fi•eedoin
ring

•

▪R

Kan On ro.0in

*200 Years Baptist Preaching In Kentucky
*200 Years As A Nation
* 145 Years of Baptist Churches in Calloway C9unty
•106 Years Cooperating ThroughBlood River Baptist Association

Christ's Love and Truth will set you free attend these meetings
and learn more of God's Good News For You
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Billy G. Hurt
Evangelist
Cherry Corner
April 4-10
7:30 p. m.

Wade Copeland
Evangelist
Dexter
April 510
7:30 p. m.

Georg,White
Evangelist
Elm Grove
April 5-11
7:00 P. rfl

Joni( Doom
Evangelist
Aprd

Ior. 7

1

1

10

pm

Lloyd Perr.n
Evangelist
Kirk sey
April 5 11
7.30 p.m

e. illness is
id of shorter
J have an exwe as well as
Codetermine
tg recurrent

ts his physiritten record
K/ medicine
its to know if
not too de-

n knowledge
fail to follow
dvice by not
ns filled, not
as directed,
'cation pre'fore, some
sing their pathey follow
fake theft
cubed. Suds
tans to judge
bone aryl to
on from their

,

Bill Thomas
Evangelist
Memorial Church
Main at Tenth
April 4 9
12 Noon 7:30 p. m

Bill Whittoker
Pastor-Evangelist
First Baptist
April 4-11
7:30 p.

-Stop

Robert Artmesw
Evangelist
Sclera
April 4-1
7:30 P•

A
Wade
Evangelist
Scotts Grove
April 510
7:30 pm.

Denny Allen
Evangelist
Sinking Spring
April 5 11

7 10 p m

Attend the Court House lawn Preaching Service April 3, 1:00 p.m., featuring a look at the past, present and future in the light
God's Word. (In Court Room In Case Of Rain)
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Tennis And Outlands Helping
To Put City Of Murray On Map
,
At aye 11, Kathy was ranked Louisville's Laura Ramser.
School racquetball player.
Murray
Middle
Stan was recently runnersup
number one in the state in the
Kathy was the youngest basketball team and is a
in the state Class B Handball
12 and under singles and female player to go to the cheerleader.
doubles category. She was state high school tournament
At age 13, this young lady tournament.
A' physical education in
invited to
Southern Junior when she teamed with Austin has come-a -long rway,- Along
tournament in
Atlanta, to win the regional doubles. with other, young Murray structor at Calloway Count
Georgia, where she reached They reached the semifinals tennis standouts, Kathy has High, Sue holds a fei6
at state.
the third round of singles.
helped push Louisville aside championships of her own.
Last year she won the
Kathy played her way Lithe; for some state tennis power.
At the end ofIlls year, Kathy
Murray State University,
through various and sundry was ranked 12th in the south fir quarter finals of the 12 and
When Kathy can't get any of Sikeston Open singles and
activities, has brought at- singles and fifth in doubles. ' under group at the Southern her teammates to practice teamed with, who else,
During all this, Kathy still Junior tourney and to the with her, she runs to her mom daughter Kathy, to win .the
tention to the city of Murray.
doubles title.
played for Murray High. She finals of the doubles.
741 And so has tennis.
and dad.
She is also the current
Kathy;' who feels that her
And -Murray is famous for teamed with Mark Smock to
Not because she's spoiled,
it's unpredictable weather; capture second place in the best shot is her forehand but because they are good Murray city singles champ
and teaming with Lanette
and tennis.
.
- doubles at the regional cross-court, is getting ready tennis players too.
for another spring season at
Within the last eight years, tourney.
"Daddy helps me a lot," Underwood Hunt, holds the
"wen
has been a tennis booth\ At age 12, Kathy was ranked Murray High, where she said Kathy,"He makes me do doubles title also.
'OM there
--- Stan summed up his
all over the world. It has - .'second in the state in singles -played at the number two a lot of drills."
._ family:3. ability by quipping,
doubles.
...position
for
Dumber
one
in
the
last
in
the
U____24a.
two
yew's.
especially
.boomed
junior
high
football
Stan,
a
Finishing first place in the Magic Tri 'Tuesday Night teague was the Beauty Box, Members are -- , speci ica y
With all this, Kathy still has coach at Paris, Tennessee, is "It won't be long before I'm
urray, She was still ranked number
from left to right: Mildred Hodge, Betty Dixon, Wanda Nance and Faye Hurt. Not shown ore Vicki
Kentucky.
12 in the south in singles but time for other teenage pur- not only a tennisplayer, but a the worst, player in the
Grimm and Betty Parish.
Among those bombed by the moved up to .the number two suits.
pretty good handball and family.
(Staff Photos by Barbara Ale sander)
Kathy was a starter on the
boom are the Outlands, Stan, slot in doubles, teaming with
Sue, and Kathy.
A 13-year old eighth grader
a
.
at Murray Middle School,
Kathy has come a long way
since first picking up a racket
at age eight.
At age nine, Kathy was
already beginning to win titles
that take others years to
accomplish.
Host Arkansas State easily
In the long jump. Chatham's
Her first title came at age
Cuthbert Jacobs set a new
won a triangular track meet 23-6 was good for a third place stadium record by winning the nine when she teamed with
Wednesday- afternoon.- rolling- --while Norman deCaussin's 13- 220-yahl dash with a 21.7 while another outstanding Murray
up 98 pointl while Murray 6 took fourth in the pole vault. Stanford Patrick was second junior player, Jill Austin'.
State was second with.57 and
Martyn
J3reLeer,
a with 22.2 and Jimmy Jackson- -Kathy and Jill
the 12 and
Arkansas-Pine Bluff --third sophomore Englishman, set a fourth in.23A. -under doubles in the Kentucky
with 26.
new stadium record by winIn the 100-yard dash, Jacobs Cedtral Life Tournament.
Murray had only one win in ning the mile in 4:11.7, a was second with a 9.8 agallist
And that was just the
the field events. Patmore brilliant time considering the a strong wind- while Patrick beginning. At age ten; Kathy
Chatham,won the triple jump extremely windy conditions. walithird with a 10.0.
was the youngest member of
With an effort of'41175. while In
second
place
was
Lester Flax took fourth in the Murray High girls' tennis
Kevin Caines was fourth with sophomore Englishman Brian the 440-yard dash with a 49.7. team.
47-4.
,Rutter with a 4:13.1.
In the 880, Dennis Mabbitt was "When one high school
Cecil Wolberton got two
Tom Potter placed in both of second with a 1:54.0.
player I beet found out.that I.places, taking a second in the the hurdling events, taking
Rutter set a new stadium was just ten„she threw down
discus with a 119-4sz while second in the 120-high hurdles record by winning the three- her racket and said I, quit,"
throwing the -shot -6 for a with a 15.8 and fourth in the mile run in 13:57.2 while fresh- remembered Kathy.
'
third place.
440-intermediates with a 58.4.
But Kathy, frit did other
man Ralph Cheek was second
young standouts, had some
with a 14:27.3.
Murray won the mile relay trouble getting into one high
in 3:18.1. Legs were: Sylvester school tournament.
Kathy and severaL other
Onyekwe 48.8,Norman Simms
51.2, Flax 50.4 andJacobs 48.7. younger Murray High players
The Racers will be en- went to a high school tourtertaining some of the top nament in Tennessee where
Kathy Outland, an eighth
BRILLIANT FUTURE AHEAD
talent in the nation Saturday they were almost barred from
grader at Murray Middle School has a brilliant tennis future
0.
at Stewart Stadium when =- playing because they were
awaiting her. Already, she is the youngest player to ever play
Carbondale and Western only irithe fifth grade.
in the Girls' State Tennis Tournament.
It is a Tennessee state law
Kentucky are here for a
Give your family added prithat a player must be in high
triangular meet.
vacy and security. Outfits
Field-events are set to begin school to play on the team.
include top rails, line post.
'at, 1:30 and track events at 2 "We got to play but they told
loop caps, tie wire and galp.m. There will be no ad- us not to come back until we
vanized 12 -ga. fabric. Call
mission.
were in high school," laughed
753-M10 for free estimate.
48 in.
Kathy.
high
Kathy did play in the
• Shipping, installation, grates extra
THREE RICH RACES
By The Associated Press
threepoint goal, while Julius
• Prices are catalog prices
YONKERS, N.Y. ( AP) — Kentucky high school regional
It's all over but the shouting Erving led the Nets with 23.
Harness racing's big Yonkers tournament at age ten. Again
SattsfachorrGuaranteed or Your Money Btu k
events — the Yonkers Trot, teaming with Jill, they in the American Basketball The Pacers curie back from a
25-21 first-quarter deficit and
Cane Pace and International• reached the finals of the
Association. •
Pace — will carry a total value doubles before losing in three
The San Antonio Spurs outscored the Nets 35-18 in the
Seeitimie Shiviits Comer
of 8500,000.
clinched at least a tie for third second period to take
merrily
sets.
Both the Yonkers and Cane
place with a 117-110 victory commanding lead.
summer
went
on
that
Kathy
tests will be worth $200,000 and
over the league-leading
the International $100,000. The to win the state 10 and under
Yonkers Trot is set for July.31 singles and doubles cham- Denver Nuggets Wednesday
night but the Kentucky
and the Cane Pace on Aug. 21. pionship.
Colonels still can catch up
after defeating the Virginia
Squires 111-103.In the only other contest, the
fifth-place Indiana Pacers,
bottom team in the play-offs,
beat the second-place New
York Nets 116-106.
Murray State assistant basketball coach Jim Calvin will
George Gervin scored 24
be one of the key speakers at the Medalist World of
points, including six in the
Basketball Clinics which will be held April-9-11 in Grand
final three minutes, to spark
Rapids, Mich.
San Antonio over Denver.
Calvin will be giving a demonstration on shooting.
Billy Fauna added 22 points,
Coaehes appearing at the clinic include former UCLA
Larry Kenon 21 and James
coach John Wooden, Dean Smith of North Carolina and
Silas-29 as the Spurs extended
the United States Olympic Coach, Dick Motto of the
their winning streak to five
Chicago Bulls, Al McQuire of Marquette, Eldon Miller of
games. ,Denver was led by
When you're versLyoung...castles-arifor the'asking. Ail you
of
Minnesota and Bobby Knight
Ohio State, Jim Dutcher
One, Fii0C1 patterns. styles and colors Five tines of
-Ralph Simpson with 23 and
need-is the_sandand the spot. And a little encouragement.
washable vinyl wallcoverings Nandi-Hang
of Indiana.
Thompson
with
22.
David
Fairview Debut IV Fanfare • Flocks, and
Whett you're very young curable. disease.
High school coaches on the agenda include Ernie
Traditional; All prepasted some scrubbabla,
San Antonio held a 104-90
-—
and you have cystic fibrosis.
Bob Shoemaker of St. AnKivisto of East Aurora,
some strippable
And so.-- we're asking. For
with
eight
lead
minutes
tike Suzanne does, help is for Suzanne, and all the children
drews High School in Detroit and Morgan Wooten of
remaining,
but
Chuck
the asking. Equipment to help with CF. and other lungDeMatha High School in Hyattsville, Md.
FREE!DO-IT—YOURSELF
Williams and Simpson ignited
you breathe. Medication to damaging diseases, Asking
Calvin has made his shooting presentation at such camWALLCOVERING CLINIC
rally
Denver
that
cut
the
a
help you digest food and fight for you --- for your help.
We II show you how and what tools you need
ps as the Willis Reed Camp, the Gail GoodritEand Jer7
lead 'to 113-110 before Gervin
infection. Education to aid
in or call the store nearest you to make a
West Camp, the Walt Frazier 'amp and the Johny
reservation for our neat wallcoverinq clinic
Please, don't wait — volunscored the final four points.
your family and, doctor to
Wooden Camp.
help you live'. And
help td teer today. Time is short for
Colonels 111,Squires 103
For two years, Calvin served as the shooting instructor
SAVE 30%0N STYLE PERFECT
tiope, from people declickted sand castIA:literttteth Id re n
Artis Gilmore scored 26
for the Milwaukee Bucks.
to conquering this yet in- with Cif who build them.
CUSTOM DRAPERIES
points and Maurice Lucas
Calvin has made over 200 appearances at camps and
Our error* line nr ruslorn draperies
hundreds cl
added 25 for Kentucky,
clinics across the nation.
fabrinl styles and colors Sale pfice wirludes
including a 'club-record 21 in
meas,rInq
fat.,
and
tailoring
For 10 years, Calvin's high school teams ranked among
the third period. The Colonels,
the top seven in Indiana in field goal shooting statistics
who led 49-46 at halftime,
years.
and led the state for three
outscored Virginia 38-29 in the
Calvin will be starting his third year as the assistant
Fighting I hildren s I ung Ilisrasas
third period as Lucas broke
coach at Murray State next fall.
- the team mark of 19 points set
by Dan Issel. Mike Green led
Virginia with 21 points while
Ticky Burden and Swen Nater
Our best-covering, most
had 20 apiece.
scrubbable late, wall pawn
Pacers 116, Nets 106
Reg $11.99 Gat
Insurance- Bonds -Real Estate 108 E. 12th St., Benton
Indiana's Billy Knight
scored 92' points, including a
iratOatetZfet aufLtdifehOfii Thlo Mel wee ptnnt ie the result
By Patsy J. Beauchamp
Ledger & Tittles Sports Writer
Murray, Kentucky, is noted
for a lot of things. For instance, Murray is known for
its used car industry. And
'tennis has put Murray on the

•
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Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

1.

82.1

-TENNIS
CARACAS, Venezuela —
Second-seeded Ilie Nastase of
Romania defeated Raz Reid 63, 7-6, 7-4 in first-round play of
the $60,000 World championship Tennis Tournament
PHTLADreFITIA rynntrc
Goolagong
reached the
quarterfinals of the A75,000
Philadelphia Tennis Championship with a 6-0, 6-3 victory
over Janice Metcalf.
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Rice, Durham Both Hurl
Shutout Gems For 'Breds
ducation
oway County
Ids a few
f her own.
he won the
singles and
who else,
, to win .the
the current
ngles champ
ith Lanette
t, holds the
ed up his
by quipping,
g before I'm
yer in the

By M1XE BRANDON baseball that 'Bred pitchers the game then Don Walker
With two out, David Hughes Dakota before- traveling to
_Ledger & TimesSports editor have hurled back-to-back doubled to put runners on at stepped to the plate and Bowling Green $aturday for a
Tittle did-Andy Rice and shutopts.
promptly smashed a low line conference doubleheader with
second and third.
• - -- •
Scott Durt, uun know it but they
The two shutouts plus a •Catcher Gene Steuber drive over the fence in
Western Kentucky.
made history Wednesday scoreless inning pitched by doubled to send • in two more rightcenter for his second
trwtt Gem
afternoon at Reagan Field.
Petersen Tuesday gives the runs, giving Murray a 3-0 lead. grandslam homerun of the
'Inds
'Rice, a freshman from 'Breds a string of 15 con- Murray added two more runs, season. That gave the'Bredsss
Evansville Memorial High secutive scoreless innings. in the inning, both unearned.
Hughes-Cf
5-0 lead._
'Aierconte-2b
School, handcuffed North The record was set in 1963
In the sixth-, Gelaiej
r doubled Sientanowski•rf
Steuber had three hits in the
Dakota on four hits in the first when Murray's pitching contest whik Perconte had and Bill Wagoner put one over Walker-lb
Steuber-c
game of a twinbill as he hurled compiled., 24 consecutive two.
the fence in left for his first Brown-3b
TEEING OFF—Terry Brown takes a big cut and drills the ball on the ground and on down
Murray State to a 6-0 victory. shutout frames.
the line
Courtney -dh
collegiate
four-bagger.
Durham
was in trouble only
for a basehit in the opening game of Wednesday's
Geialer-ss
twinbill victory over the Sioux of North
Then in the nightcap,
Rice, a southpaw, was once in the second game and.
Hughes and Perconte each
Dakota.
sophomore righthander Scott superb on the hill as he fanned pitched himself out of it. He had two hits to pace the eight- Rice-p
Totals
Durham Of Mount Vernon, nine men while walking only recorded five strikeouts while hit attack of the 'Breds.
•
North Dakota
Ind., scattered six hits as the one. He-got all the help he walking three.
With the wins, Murray's Nlurra‘ S‘tate
'Breds completed the sweep of needed in the first inning when
Setond Goes
Again, five was the magic latest winning streak stands at
eds
a twinbill by winning 7-0.
the 2Breds erupted for five number as the 'Breds erupted seven games. On the season.,
Last year, Murray defeated runs.
for five runs in the second.
the .'Breds boost an 18-5 mark, Hughes-'f
North Dakota 4-0 arKt.Rutgers
Perculyte-2b
With one man out th the
With one out, Steube.having Weil 17 of the,.--iait. 19 Siemartowsiu-r1
5-0 on the same day as Greg first, Jack Perconte reached singled, Robin Courtney Contests.
Walker-lb
Cruse and Glen Petersen on a single and on a pickoff singled, Stan Geisler walked
Murray wiir again play Steubet -dh
Associated Press Writer
shows. I like 'The Three brother who's 6-2."
Courtney -3b
-threw shutouts. Wednesday attempt, wound up on third and then Mike Cathey was hit North Dahnta•a twinbill today Geialer-as
LEXINGTON, Ky. (A.F. — Stooges' in the afternoon but I
Q: "Can you dunk the ball marked the 10th time in
Cathey-c
the
hurling
Biggins
base.
Mark
the
John
with
Siemanowski by a pitch to drive in the first
Kids ask the darndest don't get to see them much ( which becomes legal next
Crouch-If
history of Murray State singled to score the first run of run of the contest.
first contest and Kim Burns Wagoner-If
questions when they get a during the season."
season)1"
Totals
second.
the
Friday,
'Breds
the
basketball star cornered
Q: "Does Coach (Joe) Hall
A: "On a good day."
North Dakota
play
Purdue.
North
.and
will
behind a banquet table.
get on you a lot?"
Q: "Who's the best player
Jack Givens, the leading
A: "I'm not going to answer on Kentucky's team?"
scorer on Kentucky's National that because if Coach Hall
A: "I don't think there is a
Invitation Basketball Tour- hears about it, I might not get best player. Even if you don't
nament champions, was the to play."
get to play a whole- lot, you
speaker Wednesday night at
Q: "Do you think the have to put out in practice and
the St. Paul Elementary Kentucky team .could beat the that contributes to the team.".
School basketball banquet and University of Louisville?"
Q: "Why didn't Rick Robey
threw himself open to
A: "Louisville had a good (injured in midseasonf get to
team and it would have been a play in the final mile of the
questitons from the kids.
good game, but? think there's NTT?"
- •
His finesse verbally was as a pretty good chance we would
A:,"We almost had to go to
good or better thari his finesse have beaten them."
Rick when some of us got into
on thecourt.
Q: "Do you think Kentucky foul trouble and he was hoping
Question: "Do you ever could heat Indiana?"
we would, but hisleg was just
fight with referees?"
A: "Indiana is the best team getting together and the
Answer: "No. you don't in the nation. I don't think any rnarhes knew it was better to—
ever do that. They have all the team could beat them — it leave him on the bench
and
power. and they - vita - all the would take a miracle."
save him fdr next year."
fights."
Q:"How tall are you?"
Then Givens called on a Ey HERSCHEL NIssENzioN
whipped the Cincinnati Reds straight loss 3-2 and Dwight
Q: "What zodiac sign were
A: "I'm 6-foot-4 and a lot of chubby little girl who had,i)ein
AP Sports Writer
6-1.
EAns drove in-four runs and
you born under?"
times I wish I was taller than waving her hand „,-ror 20
Nolan Ryan is in midseason
Hank Aaron, baseball's all- Carl Yastrzemski three to
A: "I'rn Virgo. I was born on that."
minutes. Certainly-, it must form. The question is ... which lime home run king, made
his lead the Boston Red Sox to a
Sept. 21 and just made it."
Q: "Are you the tallest guy have been • lin important season?
spring debut.' He singled, 13-4 drubbing of the Detroit
Q: "What is your favorite in your felinity (of 10 question, but at that instant
Is it midseason 1972-3-4, walked and reached on an Tigers.
-—
TV show?"
children)?"
she covered her face.
when Ryan posted 62 victories error --as the Milwaukee
A: "I like all kinds of TV
A: 'Yes, but I have a "'She forgot what it was.
with an earned run average Brewers beat the SEM' Fran•
Bowling
under 3.00 ancrThore than 300 cisco Giants 4-2 in 12 innings.
Standings
strikeouts each year?
Rick Monday hit two
Or is it midseason 1975,, homers, a double and a bunt
Magic Tri
•t
Bitheling Unger
when injuries.- dropped him single, leading the Chicago Team
W
from a 10-3 start, including a rubs over Oakland 7-2 despite Beauty Box
77,
67
record-tying fcuirth no-hitter a pair of homers by Reggie Lindy's
Johnsisn'sGro.
Corvette Lasses52
against Baltimore, to a 14-12 Jackson of the A's.
Peoples Bank
log, a 3.45 ERA and "only" 186
The St. Louis Cardinals Bank of Murray
52
Jerry's
strikeouts in 198 innings?,
raked Catfish Hunter for all Murray Restaurant
Ins
"That's as good as ..1 threw their runs and nine hits in frve Dennison-Hunt
42
Shirley's
.......
all
last
year,
including
the
in
Wednesday
By BEN THOMAS
noon
innings,
including
a three-run
Johnny Orr, the sport's coach
High Team Game(SC)
AP Sports Writer .
of the year, in acclaiming the Philadelphia, recalled that hitter," Ryan said after homer by Keith Hernandez, Johnson's
AND THE PITCH - frtishman southpaw Andy Rice of Ivan "the practice and use of allowing one run'. — Willie and downed the New York B:rutt,Y. B
"The dunk is the most restoration of the stuff shot.
B°
.:
!vine, Ind., gets ready to fire a pitch to the plate. Rice fanned
McCovey's
homer
—
sometimes
pulls
and
exciting play in college
dunking
Yankees 6-2.
'High team Gagne Inc
The National Basketball
nine men while walking one in pitching Murray to a 6-0 win. In
Johnson's Gro.
basketball," said Michigan's Rules Committee, which down baskets, bends rims and striking out 10.in five innings
The Texas Rangers dropped Beauty
Box
second game, Scott Durham of Mount Vernon, Ind., hurled
the
as
the
California
backboards."
Angels
damages
won
a
a _pair of one-run 11-inning Murray In
governs
amateur
all
High Team Series(SC)
Murray to a 7-0 victory as the 'Breds ran their season record
Hearing Set
With that in mind, the new 3-1 exhibition victory over the decisions. Minnesota's Larry
basketball in the United States
Jotutson's Gro
to 18-5.
rules say the dunk will be legal San Diego Padres Wednesday. Hisle singled, stole second and Beauty Box
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — A and Canada, voted Wednesday
'HjgtlLindys
The
29-year-old right- scored on Steve Braun's single
only during games. A
allow
Philadelphia
to
in
preliminary hearing was
Series (11C)
hander had to be pleased with,as the Twins beat Texas 4-3. Joimson's roTeam '
AOrillrfor -Wichita dunking during games of the technical will be called
his
control
his
Wednesday.
makes
In
who
player
a stuff
Meanwhile, Atlanta's Blue Lindy's
State basketball star Robert 1976-77 season.
High Int Gagne iSC)
"If it wasn't gond, the pros during pregame -warmups or major league career, Ryan Moon Odom, Roger Moret, .
Elmore and another athlete
has walked 997 batters in 1,141 Max Leon and Ricky Camp 114ige Hinman
would have Outlawed it and intermissions.,
Lula Dell Roberta
accused of burglary.
The vote for the dunk was inningliatit this time he threw held another band of Rangers Isabel Parks
Elmore and Rocky Garza, a they haven't done that,"
High Ind. Germ(HO
large, but Fagan, from Elgin, 72 pitches and 51 of them were-• to four hits and won 1-0 on Lola
Dell Roberts
Wichita State football player, added Orr, whose Wolverines
didn't.disclose how many strikes. He struck out the side three walks and an error.
BarbaraCauky..
.....
lost
Indiana
86-68
to
in
college
were charged last week- with
., rules committee in the ,first inning, mowed
of the 23
Juhn Vukovich's bases- Jean Phillg's
breaking. a liquor store win- basketball's national title
Higii Ind. Series(HC)
down two apiece in the second loaded double capped ii,four- Isabel Parka
members favored II.
dow with a trash barrel and game earlier this week.
and
rules
third . and fanned the side :11111 seventh inning as the Marge Humanthe
action,
another
in
_
"I think that's great,"
Jean Phillips
taking a case of,heer\ '
again
in the fifth.
be
that
committee
voted
time
Lula Dell Roberta
Philadelphia
Phillies
handed
Centenary
Parish,
Robert
The two athletes, both 21,
High lad.Satin(FL
Terry Forster of the the winless New York Mets
extended to rectify correcMarge Hinman
are scheduled to appear April College's 7-foot-1 center who'll
Chicago
officiating.
The
White
errors
table
in
also
Sox,
who
their eighth setback. Larry Isabel Parks
14 in Sedgwick CountY Court of be a senior next season.
•
extension of time Will come missed much of 1975 with Milbourne's single drove in a Wanda Nance.
Common Pleas on charges of -When Um close now, I'll just
elbow
into
miseries,
hack
is
the
put
ball
when
allowed
two
Wanda
Nance
10th-inning run and gave the
burglary, theft and felonious dunk it instead of laying it in.
runs and three hits in four Houston Astros a 3-2 decision "..Maree Hinman
play after the error.
Mildred Ho*
destruction of property. They It's no easier, but you make
Dr. Fagan said the extra innings in a 4-2 victory over over the Montreal Expos. .
Betty Dixon
remain free on $1,000 bond certain it's in."
Jeanette
Williams
With 'Ills C,qipon
will
clock
Pittsburgh
the
of
mean
in
the
will
first game
Al Cowens' two-run homer Barbara Alexander
It had been outlawed for a time
each.
"Service Built Our Business"
mistake
a
is
when
Pirates
doubleheader.
a
tustified
be
The
Mary
Marello
off
Jim
Palmer
helped
the
Elmore, the Shockers' 6- decade for the colleges, junior
took the nightcap 3-0 behind Kansas City Royals hand the Nete Burnham
made.
Ethelene McCallon
foot-10 center, was an all- colleges, high schools and
John Candelaria, Ramon Baltimore Orioles their fifth Mary Harris
Missouri Valley Conference YMCA leagues..
Fight On Tube
Hernandez and Odell Jones.
rulemakers
selection this year. Garza, a
The
also
ERIE, Pa. (API — A
Burt Hbeton of Los Angeles
defensive back, was named decided that henceforth two nationally televised fight for
was in midseason form,
last year to the all conference free throws, instead of one, the
World
Boxing allowing five singles in seven,
second team
will be awarded when a coach Association's lightweight
shutout innings as the Dodgers'
is assessed a technical foul for championship has been
his conduct from the bench.
rescheduled from May 9 to
Player Of Year
,"You're talking about a May 23.
-- TUSCALOOSA, Ala.( AP
Subscriber, who have met
fivepoint play," said Randy
Roberto Duran will defend
received their bons* delivered
REMINGTON
Albrecht, St. Louis University his crown against Erie native Center Leon Douglas of
copy of The Murray Ledger 1
Alabama has been voted
coach,
adding
change
that
this
Lou Bazzaro in the match,
MIGHTY MITE
Times by 5 30 p a Monday
Conference
could be more significant than which will be broadcast live Southeastern
friday or by 1'30 p a on
basketball
player of the year
ELECTRIC START
the return of the stuff shot.
StirtUrelaVi Or. urge4 to roll
from the Erie County Field by
sports writers and sport753 1916 between S 30 p
The dunk was outlawed in House by the CBS network.
Cl-fAIN SAW
scasters who cover SEC
end 6 p m Montiav friday
part to keep the big men from
Promoter Lou Porreco said
with
finger-tip
ELECTRIC STARTING
or 3 30 p a and 4 p
dominating the game in the the switch was made Wed- games.
Saturdays to Insure dehvery
Douglas, a senior, edged,.
1960s.
ary
nesday at the request of the
of the newspaper Calls Must
Ettotiless
But Dr. Clifford Faglii, network to avoid a conflict Tennessee sophomore Ber-be peered by 6 p aweek
Electric
secretary of the 23-memSr with broadcasts of the nard King in the vbting
days or Cp. a Saturdays to
Stadin9
sponsored by the Tuscaloosa
guarantee delivery
rules committee which wound National
Basketball
Exclusive linger-tip starting
Tipoff Club.
up its two-day annual meeting Association playoffs.
41,
2 lbs. less bar and chain

Jack Givens Gets With Kids
For. Question-Answer Series

Dunks In College Ball
To Be Legal Next Year

Oil & filter
Chartge

g'ata

Front End
Alignment

ALL NEW

Signs Contract

You Are Cordially Invited To Attend()

Gospel Meeting
Coldwater
Church of Christ
April 2-4
11 a.m. Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Each Evening
Special Sunday Bibte.rbpic
*"Is The Home Worth Serving—
a ;71-T -TT 4
--

Everyone Welcome

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP(
Miro Pavlovic, a defender vo'm
played in 46 matches I r
Yugoslavia's national soccer
team, has been signed by the-San Jose Earthquakes to play
in the North American Soccer.
League.
The Quakes said Wednesday
that Parlovic;33, who is 5foot-10, and weighs 165, will
arri4 in-tirne to be available
for the tearn's preseasoQ.,
game artEanT>tegtrStmtlay._..=:.:
BASKETBALL
—P1411,45W.1.1141A---National Basketball Ho:,
Committee restored dunk
to t011ege basketball.

C

Cuts trees up tn. 24- thick
Fully automatic Origin oiling
includes chariot and portable
rechargeable 12 volt Delco
battery

SAVE'50
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Former Louisville Attorney Relates Horrors Of Imprisonment In Spain
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)A Kentucky lawyer says he's
relieved to be ",home" in jail
in Louisville.
-By confarisoti this is a
hotel . . ." just the lack of
, physical beatings is,' great,"
said- James F. Donoghoe Jr.,
who spent more, than three
years behiqdhars in Spain. He
returned earlier this month

with horror tales of torture by
guards and indifference on the
part of the American
Embassy.
Donoghoe was a respected
lawyer in Louisville, accustorned to a 896,000 home
and expensive cars untit he'
was indicted by a Jefferson
County grand jury in 1972. The
lawyer, accused of cheating

- Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

some clients Out. of about shoving, slapping. But at this least an hour to convince his
minor..
$500,000, became a fugitive.
point it was
. it hadn't captors he didn't .speak or
widerstand Spanish. He yelled
He left the United States and gotten really brutal.
"They took me to an in- for a lawyer or a U.S.
_three months later, on Dec. 14,
1972, he was arrested in terrogation cell," he said. "I Embassy representative.
"They started beating me
Madrid, Spain, and accused of was stripped naked. They
passing three bad checks and were very big on making everywhere with rubber
people stand around naked." 'efocheons," he said. "Knees,
using a false passport.
Donoghoe says that between
Donoghoe said he was told to the bottom of my feet. I was
his arrest and his return to stand on a chair while his cut, bleeding, both eyes were
Louisville, where he awaits __hands were handcuffed - over black -They walk behind you
trial May 1 on three counts of an overhead pipe, then the and start beating you in the
kidneys.
forgery and two of conversion, "chair was taken away.
-After that started-and
"They first came in and just
he was reduced to the level of
an animal-relying on instinct left me dangling there for believe me, I was cooperative,
about 30 minutes. And then I just didn't know what they
to survive.
Donoghoe was interviewid came in a squad of about 10 %anted me to say-thet got
out the electricity."
at the.Louisville city jail by a people," he said.
Donoghoe. said he was
Louisville Times reporter,and
-Some of them were taking
the paper published his ac- notes and three or four of them doused with.yater,„"partially
count in a copyrighted story were just sitting around to revive me" and partly to
Tuesday.
laughing. --The first fellow "make me a beautiful conduit
--tle 'said that when he was came up and said, 'All right, fOlelearicity.
"All of this time I'm
arrested in 1972 he was taken we want you to tell us
to a prison in Madrid and led everything yoti've done since hanging, dangling in the air,
my shoulder killing me
to a basement cell.
you left the United States.'
"There, I was told I was
"I said, 'Well, where do you because, I found out later, it
wanted for extradition back to want me to start?' Bang! I got hOpulled out of the socket.
"Then they take the electric
the United States," he said. hit in the mouth for that."
"Everything was pushing,
Donoghoe said it took him at business . and The first one

doesn't hurt. I mean, it hurts
just because of the pincers on
it. But it's the second one when
you get the shock and they
started moving the second one
around.
"I don't know how to
adequately describe how bad
that was. I passed out.
He said this treatment
continued for days, and that
be never knew what his interrogators were talking
about or what they wanted
him to say. He said they also
burned him with cigarettes.
At times he was allowed to
sleep in &cell 5 feet by 3 feet.
"I'm 6'2" and I had to sleep in
sort..of afetus position... there
was no mattress, no nothing,
just a concrete floor" he said.
uonognoe said he once saw
guards beat a pregnant girl
who was hanging by her wrists
from the pipe so severely that
a miscarriage resulted.
After the fifth day,
Donoghoe said, he was
arraigned, without counsel or

Rea

an interpreter.
"That night, a fellow from,
the embassy finally.
showed
up," he said. "He was cock',.
and arrogant . . . tall, inimacelate, very elegant
looking.
"And I was a disasterAie
looked at me and said,'Well, it
looks like you're having fun.' I
started relating to him all I
had just been through, which
I'm sure vias self-evident. All
he had tulip was look at me.
"So he just shakes his head
and laughs and says, 'Well, I
can't approve of their brutal
methods, but you have to
admit, they were effective.' I
said,'Go—yotirself.'
"He said, 'Well, you're not
going to get any help from us,
anyway,' and he left, and that
was the end of him. nothing
from the American Embassy.
"And not just for Jim
Donoghoe-there were other
Americans that staggered
through there and they had the
same treatment,- Donoghoe
said.
After about eight days,
Donoghoe was transferred to
Carabanchel prison, just
outside Madrid. There, he
said, survival was a matter of
learning the language, finding
out which , guards and
prisoners posed the most
serious threats, and maintaining his status with at least
one fighLa week with a fellow
prisoner.
Donoghoe's Louisville attorney, David Heavrin, said
the prisoner was not charged
until March 15, 1973. At that
time he was charged with
writing three bad checks and
nonpayment of a hotel bill.
On May 19, he stood trial for
extradition to the U.S. tO'face
the Jefferson County charges.
Extradition was granted, but
Donoghoe had to await trial on
the Spanish charges, which
took precedence. That trial
didn't come until 14 months
later.
He was convicted and
sentenced to nine years and a
day in prison. He appealed to
the Spanish Supreme Court.
On Feb. 10, 1976, the high court
overturned his case and
declared him free. He was
then extradited to Kentucky.
Donoghoe said one of the
best things about being back,
though he is still imprisoned,
"is this interview. The idea
that I can say what's on my
mind is unthinkable there."

E. R. Harper, former
FOR FRIDAY,APRIL!, Mt
minister of the South Fifth
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
and Highland Church of
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
your birthday comes and find
Christ, Abilene, Texas,
what your outlook is, according
Keep emotions under stern
and radio speaker on the
control. Any tendency to "fly off
to the stars.
Herald Of Truth program,
the handle" could result in
serious misunderstandings.
ARIES
will be the speaker in a
SAGITTARIUS
Mer. 21 to Apr. 20)
series of meetings at the
• Mediocre efforts won't do now (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Hickory Grove Church of
Curb an inclination to take on
- especially with so much
on Friday, SaturChrist,
competition about. With skillful more than you can reasonably
day, and Sunday, April 2. maneuvering, however, you handle. You will only scatter
,may accomplish more than you energies and accomplish less in
4. Services will be at 7:30
the long run.
think possible.
p.m. each day and also at
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
10:50 a.m. Sunday. The
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)104
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
public is invited, a church
A better day for your interests
Admonition for this day:
spokesman said.
Avoid haste in all things, than you may realim. Waste no
especially in making decisions. time getting started, but don't
Look closely at all situations. drive through, indifferent to the
There may be values not seen at reactions of others.
AQUARIUS
a cursory glance.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) —
GEMINI
A notable day for presenting
I May V to June 21)
appointment was announced the administrative chief at Justice Department could
By WALTER R. MEARS
A stimulating day! Stellar new ideas; also old ones
Tuesday, Morton was in Rich- Ford headquarters.
have speeded their inquiry
AP Special Correspondent
influences give new impetus to carefully treated to get the most
But the real change is not in and come up with findings
WASHINGTON ( AP) - mond. Va., conferring with
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API all worthwhile undertakings. Go good still left in them. Your
Rogers C.B. Morton takes a about 40 Ford allies on fun- the new name on the cam- more quickly. "I'm confident
forward confidently toward talents should shine now.
Kendall
of
Lawrence
PISCES
immediate objectives.
new. title and moves four draising and delegates in the paign door. It is the removal of there will be a complete
suburban Valley Station, Ky.,
Mar.
20)
X1U
.
(Feb.
20
to
t'ANCER
with
Republican the old orre, with Callaway's exoneration," he said.
blocks to a new office Friday, race
was found innocent Tuesday
An inner voice may rebel
June 22 to July 23(
The inquiry stems from
acknowledgement that
his job is the same: trying challenger Ronald Reagan.
but
by
a U.S. District Court jury-Of
Listen1
againit
intended
action,
For your own benefit and the
Morton, 61, a former controversy surrounding him Callaway's acknowledged
to help President Ford win aassault chargesin connection
edification of others, bring to As the old saying goes: Wfien in
Maryland congressman and had become a potential role, while secretary of the
full term in the White House.
with an tye Injury Suffered by
light one of your lesser known doubt, don't.
Army, in seeking. reversal of
"His appointment to succeed GOP national chairman, political problem.
talents andcapitalize on it. This
a Louisville policeman during
YOU BORN TODAY are an , Howard H. Callaway as served as Interior secretary
As he resigned from the recommendations against
day calls for'..ACTION - for
an antibusing disturbance last
which it will. passr,andsomely unusually active individual,
manager of the Ford cam- and Commerce secretary, left $42,500-a-year job, Callaway expansion of his Crested
Sept.5.
sometimes too impulsive, arid
LEO
p.aign istiot expected to bring- ,the government briefly, then. declared he had done nothing Butte, Colo., ski area, which is
lend. to 'go lb'extremes In an
7( July 24 IO
-"Kendall was charged with
major changes to the became - a counselor to the wrong 'and- would
be on government land.
If you have any doubt 1:iout your activities. You are highly
using a slingshot to fire a lead
.
exonerated in government
President's .political President.
No final decision has been
projects, reconsider them, btIt imaginative and often give
weight at policeman Michael
- An aide said Morton as probes of his role in seeking made, but the U.S. Forest
operation.
usual "twists" to the most
.subdue unreasonable fears.
Doughty. The weight struck_
Give a thought to earlier suc- _ordinary undertakings.
And Morton's role at Ford campaign manager will serve expansion of a Colorado ski Service did recommend in
cessful moves, procedures. AlthOtigh you could excel as a
Doughty in the left eye and he
headquarters is not likely to as spokesman, speechmaker resort he owns.
December that the expansion
business - ,and (or) financial
. They could guide you now.
eventually lost the eye.
be much-different from his job and contact man, while deputy
Callaway, who left the be approved.
leader, you have a strong bertt
VIRGO
as top political aide at the manager Stuart Spencer takes campaign March 13 under a
Callaway said he did not
Kendall was tried on similar
toward music and, if you do not
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
care of the tactical political suspension he requested, said exert pressure and there was
White House. ,
charges last October, but a
Some lack of harmony in- take up composing or the
Within tf-ouri` after his questions. Morton also will be he resigned when told that the no conflict of interest. "Those
dicated. Proceed with pru- playing of an instrument as a
jury was unable to agree on a
dence, forethought---When career, could well make either a
Justice Department would not charges have been proved to
verdict and a second trial was
considering WicreTy 'divergent most profitable avocation. You
conclude its inquiry for at be totally, patently false," he
ordered.
could also either write or paint
'cipiruons, evaluate carefully.
least a week and possibly two. said. -There is zero merit in
Three prosecution witnesses
- depending upon your inLIBRA.
"There was no hint of any those charges.... There's
a
tendency
to
clinations.
Curb
testified that they had seen
711141
23)
( Sept. 24 to -Oct.
impropriety they found. There nothing but innuendos."
,
A conflict between business insist on your own way in all
Kendall.firing projectiles with
is none," Callaway said in an
Ford
announced
the
and personal affairs may bring things Birthdate of: Hans
a slingshot and two others said
Andersen,
Danish
interview. "I don't blame resignation and
Morton's
on some tension. You can Christian
they saw Doughty injured.
Members of the Hopkin- Company E, commanded by
counter by isolating the fabulist; Charlemagne, Roman
tliem for taking the attitude appqmtment on Tuesday, with
sville
battalion
of
the
100th
of
the
Franks;
1st
Lt.
Steve
TaiiiToiv
.
.
essential and getting it out of Emperor, King
, Kendall said he was handed
Ater Watergate that we've got the two men at his side. Ford
Emile Zola, Fr. author.
Army Reserve 'Division will
the way.
The host Ft. Campell unit tc.N, investigate everything said he was saddened because
a slingshot by a boy in the
conduct a one-day training for the training exercise will thoroughly,
crowd, handled it without
we can't have a he is confident the allegations
exercise April 9 at Ft. Cam- be the Second Battalion, 503 whitewash."
firing it for a few minutes, and
against Callaway will be
pbell for approximately 90 Infantry.
handed it back to the youth.
But he said the FBI and the proven groundless.
ROTC cadets from Murray
State University.
The exercise will mark the
fifth consecutive year the
Reservists have conducted
training for the cadets at Ft.
Campbell. The first three
years the training consisted of
rifle markmanship, orienteering, night compass course
training, and instruction with
the protective mask.
However, last year and this
pear the day's training will be
limited to familiarization and
record firing with the M-16
rifle and touring the Kentucky
military base, according to
Capt. Dave Carr of the MS1J
Military Science Department.
Carr added that the cadets
participating will consist of
freshman, sophomores, and
seniors. The seniors will spend
part of the day with
A Bicentennial project of all the counties of the Jackson Purchase in an effort to preserve the heritage of
lieutenants at the Army post
Western Kentucky in a permanent depository to be located in Wrather Hall on the Campus of Murray State
that have the same branch to
become familiar with their
University and hereby known as the Jackson Purchase Museum.
jobs.
Aubrey
Morris, first
set-geant of Princeton's C
a 32 1.49670N
Company
and
civilian
vassaM 170 kw
technician for the battalion,
said that representatives of
the four letter companies in
the -battalion would be
responsible for running the
ranges and conducting the
training.
Company B, commanded by
1. Name en-scribed on plaque as charter patron to be hung in entrance to museum.
Capt. Ron Scruggs, and
2. Charter Museum Membership
Company C, commanded by
Capt. Ken Litchfield, will be in
3. Museum mailing list of current exhibits.
charge of the "zero" range
4. Collector's copy of Jesse Stuarts"My World"
where the weapons and sights
are adjusted. The record fire
5. Autograph reception with Jesse Stuart
20th, 1076
range will be operated by
a. SAVE $50. Chain drive helps
6.
Member's
of
reception
room
when
visiting
Use
Jackson Purchase Museum.
Company D, commanded by
cut power-robbing friction
Capt. C.W. Loftus, and
Was $319.95 ... Now Only $269.95
BUTTERFLIES MIGRATE
PACIFIC GROVE, Calif.
SAVE $25. Gear drive
( t P) - In this Northern California town it's against the law
is designed for rugged use
For Information
to harm butterflies.
Was $294.95. .. Now Only $269.95
Complete and mail to
During the winter this coastal
community is host to millions
Power reverse hacks you out of tight spots.
of Monarch butterflies which
Engine located over tines for added traction.
migrate annually. The arrival
to
Easy
inches.
of the Monarchs attracts as
Cuts swaths of 14, 26 or 28
much attention as that of the
reach controls. Adjust wheels, tines, and drag
swallows which arrive at San
stake without tools.
Juan Capistrano on a certain
Name
Our roto-spaders regularly start as low as S194.95
day each year.

ntsi-V

no9r-

Morton--New Office, New Title
But Job Still Remains The Same

100th Army.tieserve To HoldTraining At Murray State

Kendall Found
Innocent Tuesday

B) The A
Ronald
ttnued his
the Ford
foreign poli
Aeft the n
inferior in
wandering
aim."
"The evi
we are No.
it is dangei
be. seeond
California
challenger
presidentia
said in a r
speech We(
Secretar]
Kissinger
target.
Kissinger z
secretary
acceptabll
position foi
- a quota)
aide called
irresponsita
As Rea;
airwaves
Andidates
nominatib
stump, prf
elections ni
York and W
Four a
Georgia Gi
Washingtoi
Jackson, A
K. Udall

IASI
Living Col

Above P.

As Low.
Art

11115.121
Fr..'

LA)

NANCY

THE
APRIL
AT L

Sears

5-HP roto-spaders with
or gear drive

You Are eordially Inn ed7To Become A Charter Patro
Of The

JACKSON PURCHASE MUSEUM

B-EATLE

I i-1EA
FOOTE!.
%IMRE
9P0r1"
INJOF

BLOND!

COULD'.

ME NA
A QUA;

Charter Membership Closes April 201h, 1976
Patron Contribution $100.00 (tax deductible) and entitles patron to. . .

THE

April

'Jackson Purchase Museum
P. 0. Box 150, Murray, Ky.

PRICES EXPIRE *PINE 22, 1976
1 11
• Pricy.* Are r•taii* p,I(,

• Shipping extra

The Sacramento Rivet is one
of california's most important
king salmon producers.
•
When Lassen Peak in CahforA ,PWit

1311 ,lbe result-

mudflow shoveJZton boulders five miles down the nearby valleys

ing
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, Telephone.
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Reagan Continues Offensive Against Foreign Policy

former
South Fifth
Church of
le, Texas,
ker on the
hi program,
eaker in a
irigs at the
Church of
Saturiy, April 2be at 7:30
and also at
nday. The
a church
_

und
uesday

By. The Associated Press
Ronald Reagan has continued his offensive against
the Ford admitistration's'
•foreign polity,-deciiring ithas
..left the nation dangerously
inferior in military strength,
wandering the world "without
aim."
The evidence mounts that
we are No. 2 in a world where
it is dangerous, if not fatal, to
Ise. second best," the former
California governor - Ford's
challenger for the Republican
presidential nomination said in a nationally televised
speech Wednesday night.
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger was a particular
target.
Reagan
quoted
Kissinger as saying his job as
secretary is to negotiate for an
acceptable second place
position for the United States
- a quotation Kissinger's top
aide called false and "totally
irresponsible."
As Reagan took to the
airwaves with his message,
'Candidates for the Democratic
nomination were 'on the
stump, preparing for primary
elections next Tuesday in New
York and Wisconsin.
• Four of them, former
Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter,
Washington Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, Arizona Rep. Morris
K. Udall and ex-Oklahoma

Ky. (AP-i endall
of
Station, Ky.,
.ent Tuesday
Court jury of
n connection
y Suffered by
.eman during
turbance last

Sen. Fred

Harris, were due at United States .as Athens and
a Manhattan hotel early today the Soviet Union as Sparta.
for .a - Democratic mayors' 'The day of the U.S. is past and•
forum.
today is the day of the Soviet
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, Union.' And he added,' My
the Democrats' presidential jab as secrerary of state is to
candidate in 1968- who hasn't negotiate the most acceptable
entered the race this year but
has said he would accept a
draft - was expected to be at
the municipal meeting,too.
Jackson was in New York
City Wednesday, looking for
votes from various groups. He
visited a hospital in Harlem,
met with a group of Puerto
FRANKFOH'I', Ky.(AP)Ricans and conferred with
The
state Board of Elections
representatives of the Comhas obligingly
put 18
munications Workers of
Democrats on Kentucky's
America.
May 25 presidential primary
From New Haven there'
ballot.
were reports Connecticut Gov:
In a five-minute session
Ella Grasso will endorse
Wednesday,r_it_., also put
Jackson on Friday. The
President Fars] and Ronald
Connecticut Public InforReagan on thi-GQP primary
mation Network said it
ballot. '
plans
from
of
her
learned
And the three-member
several sources the radio news
board accepted the- -Canservice did not identify.
didacies by petition of seven
Udall, meanwhile, spent
minor parties. They will
Wednesday in upstate. New
appear
on the November
York, and Carter planned to
'go there today, after the general election ballot.
Udall
was
mayors' meeting.
Democrats
Among
due in Wisconsin before nominated for the state's first
week's end.
presidential primary were
Reagan,. who won his first California Gov. Edmund
GOP primary in North (Jerry) Brown, West Virginia
Carolina last week, canceled Sen. Robert Byrd and former
his campaign schedule to Vice
President
Hubert
make the national address. He Humphrey.
concentrated on foreign policy
Altogether the Democratic
and national defense.
list contains perhaps half who
"Now we Must ask if either have stopped camsomeone is giving away oar paigning actively or com.Own freedom," Reagam•said. pletely.
"Dr. Kissinger is quoted as
But except for Sargent
saying that he thinks of the Shriver, who sent a request

State Board Of Elections Puts
16 Demo Candidates In Primary

FAST FILM SERVICE
living Color Silk Finish Plus free
Ahem Pages

As Low As. $2.99 pvr roil
Artatft Studios
751 0035
Bs S. 12/h
Free Parkine t Ram Door

449YR DOCIOIL).V5T CALLED,
AND 5A;C,
CAN TAKE
ilOUR CAST
OFF TOPSW.1.
1

harged with
to fire a lead
nan Michael
eight struck.
ft eye and he
?. eye.
ed on similar
tober, but a
to agree on a
ond trial was

position operations who is runniag for
second-best
the Senate in Virginia.
available."
Reagan didn't cite his
Kissinger's top aide..
source for the quotation, but a , Lawrence Eagleburger, said
NoOte
campaign spokesman said it of the quotation.; -He did not
came from Elmo Zumwalt, say. that. It is pure invention -MOBILE HOMES unthe former chief of Naval ancltatally irresponsible."
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
in. or weekends.
•

It

APRIL
FOOL!!NAdumm.e.!

PHONE NUMBERS
-FOR THE

and affidavit to stay off the Eugene McCarthy of Minballot, the board was inviting nesota was accepted by
anyone generally advocated petition as a minor party
or nationally recognized as a candidate, listed as an independent.
contender.
Other minor party canRaymond Bossmeyer of
Louisville, a Democratic didates accepted by petition:
board member, said "people
American Party-Thomas
have been Me up" about J. Anderson for president; W.
Brown, regarded as a -dark Ed Parker for vice president.
horse shot.
Communist Party-Gus
It's enough that Byrd "Said Hall for president; Gerais
he is running" and Hurnphre), Tyner for vice president.
recognized.
widely
is
Independent
American
Bossmeyer said.
Party-William K. Shearer
Democrats for president; Andrew Watson
Other
nominated were Biretr13ayh, for vice president.
Lloyd Bentsen, Jimmy Carter,
U.S. Labor Party-Lyndon
Frank Church, Fred Harris, LaRouche for president;
Henry Jackson, Terry San- Wayne Evans for vice
ford, Milton Shapp, Morris president.
Udall, George Wallace and
Socialist Workers Par.
for
Ellen McCormack, who is ty-Peter
Carnejo
running on an anti-abortion president; Willie Mae Reid for
platform and had a petition vice president. .
Libertarian-Rager
with 1,000 signatures ready.
Democrat H.R.H. Fifi C.T. ,MacBride for president;
Rockefeller of Covington and 7-David Bergland for vice
Republican Tommy Klein of president.
All the presidential.. canLouisville filed as presidential
didates must respond within
candidates late Wednesday.
In addition, former Sen. '15 days after notification and
submit $250 as their fee if they
want to be on the May 25
ballot.

[[DOER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS":
News, Society and
Sports
753-i918
Retail Display ad-vertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified Cii-culati.
on and the Business ,
Offree
may
b.
reached on 753
1916 and 753-1917

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
1.classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
- publication.. .
All ' reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m
the
day
before
ziblicatINIT- -

ADVERT/SE WH RE/7'PAYS'
g

I l'intAi.e

6. Help Wanted

NOTICE
COMPLETE
REFINISHING cfl
trailer roofs, stop leaks,
reflects sills heat, saves
on air conditioning. For
'estimate call 753-9672.

INTERNATIONALLY
known company giving
interview for full and
part time work. Apply at
Holiday Inn, from 10 a.
m. to 6 p. m., Friday,
April/ Apply in person,
no phone calls please.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

WEEKLY
$200.00
possible stuffing envelopes. Send selfaddressed, stamped
. Mails,
envelope. Edray.
Box 188AY, Albany, MO
64402.

- If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621.
Police
753-6952
Rescue
Ambulance.. 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131 Humane Society..
753-2591 or 753-3994
Comprehensive
753-6622
Care
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior.Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
I ,earn to Read 753-228e-

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger L
Times

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-1272.

GORDONS FISHING
lakes are now open.
Stocked heavy with
grain .fed fish. Open
days a- week. Adults;
$3.00, Children uader
1232.00- NO- other
charges. Also you don't
need a license. Not
responsible for any
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)- berland.
Democratic incumbent John
accidents. Just off of 94
Another Democratic opponent
East highway, turn at
beat the deadline Wednesday Breckinridge is opposed by.
night and will oppose Victor Privett in the 6th - sign, near Aurora. Frei'
rough.camping only.
Congressman Romano District and no Republican
Mazzoll of Louisville for the has filed, though,._ the
3rd District seat in the May 25 American Party has a candidate - Anthony McCord of
primaries.
The last to file was Philip Lexington.
In the 7th
District,
Baker of Shively, who has run
several times before. Mazzoli Democratic- incumbent Carl'
primary opposition.-.Perkins faces opposition from
----also
from James Lawrence and Ray Adkins of- Whitesburg and
rail after 6:00 p.m.
William Gibbs, both of Granville Thomas --is alone
among Republican canLouisville.
Running unopposed in the didates.
MARY KAY Cosmetics.
One Sliprenit Court justice
primary are Democrat
Call Sonya Futoell, 753Carroll Hubbard in the 1st, post -is at stake, and in4505.
Democrat William Natcher in cumbent Scott Reed of
2nd and Republican Gene.. Lerrigton is the only canclidate ininirriarty rtd-tn-rinw:- SPICULE
Snyder in the 4th.
On the Republican slate are
MEETING
----/drs. Shirley _ lawny and
Fr'iendship
Temple Hill Lodge
__Denzil Ramsey, both of
Cemetery Saturday
,Louisville. The American
April 3 at 1:30 p. m.
To Meet Saturday
Party candidate is William
request all persons
Chambers of Louisville.
havia,g
relatives
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
In the 1st District, Arthur Free and Accepted Masons
buried
trr the
McLaughlin of Sacramento will meet Saturday, April 3, at
Cemetery attend to
and Bob Berskey of Sturgis seven p.m. at the lodge harlot
discuss trust fund
are fighting for the GOP nod.
and to receive bids
work in the Master Mason
In the 2nd, state Sen. Walter degree.
on mowing,
Baker of Glasgow has filed
All Master Masons are
and has no opposition.
invited to attend, according to
5 Lost And found
In the 4th District, Edward Ken
Miller, worshipful
Winterberg of Covington is the master.
LOST MALE CAT, black
only Democrat listed against
and white with bobbed
Snyder.
• LAKE DATA
tail near 15th and Vine.
Incumbent Republican Tim
Kent ucky_Lake,7 a.m.356.2,
Call 753-3658. Reward.
Lee Carter has two foes in the
change. .
5th District - prner Begley no
Below'dam 315.11, up 1.7.
Jr. of Hyden and Thurman
6 Help Wanted
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.2,
Hamlin of London.
The four Democrats include no change.
NEEDED: A mature lady
Below dam 329.9, up 5.4.
Charles Smith of Williamwho loves children and
Sunrise
6:18
p.m.
Sunset
sburg, Lyle Willis of Corbin,
has experience baby
Jesse Ramsey of Waynesburg 5:43 am.
sitting to work with a
Moon sets 7:21Tp.m.
and Nick Augusta of Cumchurch nursery on
Sunday mornings,
Wednesday s
Crossword Puzzler Answer toPuziNi
please call 753-3824, 7535 Unwanted
ACROSS
/3111:1 01110121 Ois100
0224.
•
plants
1 Chinese
303 mociaarm
8 Teutonic
pagoda
nog momm umel
deity
4 Frostdra tion 7 Ventilate
MOM Q00
9 Choose
Golf
8
Fita_aze 01309
12 In music
Waitress
mounds
MO0 300 M32013
13 Eagle a near 9 Fruit
Xi
amo
mom
mo
and
Hawaiian
14 Brown k iwi 10
rootstock - ulOW00 WOO A1001
15 Inhabitants11
Hindu cymMOM WW101 MO
Kitchen
17 Sell to conbals
WU= 1.401010g
sumer
le Part of
Help.
19 Wants
03P
flower
21 Offspring
003
18 Also
Apply
tit-person
22 Barracuda
ic q-S1g1
20 CarPenter's I

Baker Is Last To
File Against Mazzoli

HA!HA!

NANCY

:ion witnesses
ey had seen
ajectiles with
vo others said
y injured.

was handed
a boy in the
it without
minutes, and
the youth.

faces

BEATLE BAILEY
I (-IEARD TetAT
F00-14 i5- THE
NUMBER ONE
gPDXT FOR
iNJ(JFKlE5

BLONDIE
THANKS •--NOW COULD
I HAVE AN
EXTRA DIME
,

COULD YOU LET
ME HAVE
A QUARTER'?

•

THE PHANTOM
AM 610
-\
DEMON.„BUT
A MAN-LIKE
YOURSELVES.
I COME TO
FIND THE WITCH
OF KULA -KU .

it
!IA

lam..

THEN
KL/LA-KU
WE BELIEVE XXI ARE
NO DEMON. YOU ARE
A. CRAZY MAN

v•

WE BELIEVE ONLY
DEMONS CAN CRO5
\
\
THE RIVER OF

LIC ABNER
WE.FINALLY

:_5(GNED YOU AT S0,000

N A COSTUM
I 'M LL COME
THAT WILL DRIVE YOU 04.31-OF YOUR.
AAINDrr

WEEK

24 Weaken
28 Monster
29 Foot lever
31 intellect
33 Goddess of
healing
34 Conjunction
35 Ordinance
37 Equality
39 A state
Iabbr
40 Gratuity
42 Seed con'fain if
44 Ascends48 Thick slice
48 Recent
SO ,fans
nickname
51 Condensed
moisture
53 Diminishes
55 Elu y back
58 Give
6 Man $
nickname
62 Rescued
84 Witty saying
65 Native metal
88 Loch of hair
67 PitioCI of
• New
DOWN
1 Shils•
2 Bawer age
3 Mad.
am•cds
4 Tronsart,n”

lad
22 Blemishes
Danger
23
25 Fruit seed
27 Metal
fastener
28 Wipe out
30 Once
a ound
I ack
32 Thick black

Substance
water
52 Direction
36 Emerged
victorious
54 BowS
55 Greek letter
38 Mature
56 Organ of
41 Oar
hearing
43 Condensed
57 Deface
moisture
45 Medicinal
59 Rock yhill
plant
60 Greek letter
47 InheCt
63 Elrolne of
49 Walks in
Od n
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ant.
FULL CHARGE,must be
able to handle complete
set of books, double
entry,P. and L., balance
sheet, quarterly returns,
Send resume and salary
expected. If you cannot
these
meet
qualifications, do pot
answer ad. Write Box
998, Paris, Tennessee.

33 34

tor Kut-N-lcurl.
' Call 753-1682 or

I

753-8832.
EXPERIENCED CAR
cleanup help needed.
Phone 753-2641.
DERBY REFINING CO.
on South 12th Street.
Manager and assistant
manager positions.
Apply in person at
Derby on South 12th.

NOTICE
Olan Mills nee&
several people to
work on the
telephone,- ai80
need someone
delivery
for
Salary
work.
$2.30 per hour.
Apply in person only he
Vain. Higgins hunk,
morn.n6r kwit. 6. Ittrese
Hoo hours of 9 a. ma. 1 11
now Mornay Pima ONO.
NO MOM CALLS Ai Iliacep od

e. Storage Biddings
BUY THE BEST for less.
CUSTOM:. BUILT
PORT AISLE
BUILDINGS. Call 7530984.

111=11111
ALL LINES of Insurance
including homeowner,
auto, commercial,
group accident and
hospitalization. Wilson
Insurance and Real _
Estate, across from
Post Office. Call 753::
- 331$3.-

AKC REGISTERED Tiny:
Toy Poodle, 2,A2 years,
old, had shots. Also for:
sale AKC Registered'
tiny
miniature:
Dachshund puppy, f;
weeks old, had puppy:
shots. Call 1-527-9700.
=MEI
USED
FURNITURE,'
especially desks. Call
753-3593 after 4 p, m.
APARTMENT SIZE gas:
range. Call 474-2294
474-2286.
GOOD USED PING pottg
table. Call 489-2289 after
5 p. m.
TRACTOR
SIDE
DELIVERY hay rake.
Good condition. Call 4374385.
WICK CASH, will box
furniture, by the piece
or. houseful. Mcilit
anything of value. Cidi
753-0154.
STANDING TIMBER ar
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after I,
or 753-6231

15. Articles

For

Sale

LARGE 0E11 OAK nffit.v

desk and chair. New1
refinished in excellent
shape. $300.00. Call 753:211.
SILVER DISHES, water
pitcher, 8 water,8 juice,
8 dessert goblets. Goad
price. Never been used.
Call 753-7374, after 5- 00.

Help

47 "Mil

r by United F..ti.nv 5lrwfS.i,.r.r

Ar•

Jerry's Restaur-

4

Licensed
Beautician '

Wonted
New
salesman
Good ,,alary plus
fringe benefits. Send
resume to P. 0. Boa
327a
.

LOFTY PILE, free

from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
Electric Shampooer.
Western Auto home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
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15. Articles For Sale
BOYS
CLOTHES,
PANTS.28 waist, leisure
suits. Size 16 and 18. Call
753-3508.

TWO REMINGTON office size typewriters,
model 125. $200.00 each.
Real sharp. Call 7530123.
NEW HEARING AID,
worn,
been
never
reasonable. Write P. 0.
Box 366-, Benton, Key.,
42025.

Ritgl
of the MON

CASE POCKET loaivgs
zinc' bicentennial and
sharp tooth knives. Call
after 5,753-5960.

Door
flatlet.'
4r-so,r

A. B. DICK 320 offset, also
other used printing
equipment. Call 4362575. •

while
supplies

last

15. Articles For Sale

15. Articles For Sale

nOW277-

BIRD SOLID VINYL
.SIDINGS. Never needs
painting. Now installed
by Aluminum -Service
Co. Downtown Hazel.
Call 492-8647.

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut St.

Take Up Payments
( No Payment Until May 15,
ItfleaRily Poyenowt

25" Color TV

024'r

(n•tv star remote)
19" Color

TV Portable
remote control)
25" Color Console TV

15

21"

25" Color

TV -used
19"B 1141 TV
1 Wurirtzer Piano

J

18"
1800

B Music

Chestnut St.

Murray, Ky. 753-7147

used. So 'easy tgo. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric sharupooer. Big
K, Bel Air Shopping
Center.

ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',
long. Call 354-6392 or 7538560.
16. Home Furnishings
40" KELVINATOR
ELECTRIC range,
avacado. Call 753-8953.
USED
FURNITURE,
appliances, glass, china
and antique items. Otto
Chester Shop, Lynn
Grove. Open
MondayFrT
EARLY AMERICAN
couch and chair. See at
502 Meadow Lane, or
call 753-4625.
COLOR TV, air conditioner, dryer, kitchen
cabinet, kitchen table
and chairs and console
stereo. Call 753-9563
after 5 p. m.
TWIN BUNK BEDS. Also
curtains for boy's
bedroom. cair- 753-9986
•
after 4:30.A rn.

02=1
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.

1002 Fairlane Dr.
s_Bectroorn brick-, -large hying & dining room corn
•Anation, patio and fenced in backyard. Excelier.
.:eighborhood .near shopping center. Famil:.
moving.
.1
_ 7 .11

.•-••

N vrr
1.,LICCIPS;itfrul"frg.iv.if:6

Swann House
703 Main St.

Zaifer't
... • rn

REA' TV
•

'NW •••••

Call 753 5805
Or 753-8749

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 - Hour -- answering
service.
18 Sewing Machines
Singer Sewing
Machine Shop
SALES 8
SERVICE
1535323
11411-Aie Center

Barger Realty & Auction Co.

On
April6, 1976
Great Cars
I Remember

A series of photos specifications.,
purchase irtee-andiodays'culle
tors price will be added tb the
Ledger and Times classified section. Each car will run only one
time so start your collection at once.

This Series Is
Sponsored By

The

Store For Mort

11 x 17 Framable reprints can
be ordered from the sponsors.
ellwremaa,

TWO WIDE 'front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
larage. Phone 753-9983
20. Sports Equipment

Murray. Ay.
Owners Billy Brandon Jerry Key ,

"MINIM

cassette player, like
new. Call after 9:30 p.
m. M3-1497

-BICYCLE TEN speed,
almost new. See 1608
Miller Ave.
'1974 RIVIERA PONTOON with Evinrade,50
h. p. motor. Call 1-2475882.

FOR SALE
pump organ, "ladles
Titlist golf clubs, $125
Call 753-9312
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any ,size for antique beds or campers.
Buy 'direct and save on
mattresses,
all
Healthopedic or foam.
WEST KY, MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, phone 1443-7323
16 TV Raciio
STEREO WITH cabinet.
Call 753-7654
_

TRAILER for sale. Call
753-4330:

BALDWIN PIANOS and 'OFFER' BY OWNER
Ralph McGee, 638 E.
organs. Rent to purGladys, Sikeston, MO
chase plan. Lonardo
63801. Phone 3141 471Piano Company, across
0123 or (5021 438-5333.
from Post Office, Paris,
Furnished mobile home
Tennessee. Also The
With one room addition.
Antique Mall, 4th &
Screened in front porch
Sycamore, Murray,
back
patio.
and
Kentucky.
Underpinned.Circle
Drive. Three shaded
23 Exterminating
lots. Near Blood River
on Ky. Lake. Sale price
SLUGGS, SNAILS,
$16,000
terms.
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches,'
tnsects and termites; Plastic put
under house. Kelley
Termite and
Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24 Miscellaneous

WE BUY used mobile
homes. TooOrices paid.
Saddle and %our Trailer
Sales, Pa. ah. Call
442-1918 or 44 22e.
29 Mobile Home Rentals

18,000 BTU AIR CON12 x 50 TWO bedroom all
DITIONER, used 2
electric, central heat
summers. Winchester
and air, large lot. Water
pump
model
1200
and garbage pickup
shotgun, deep heat back
furnished. $110.00 per
massager, Black and
month. Call 753-7381,8-5.
Deeker-skill saw -andodds and end furniture.
TRAILER FOR RENT,
All priced reasonable.
air condition, carpet. 12'
Call 436-5395 after 6.
wide and 65' long. East ,
of Almo. $60.00 a month.
WORMS. RED
OR
Call 753-4418.
Canadian
night
28 Heat:ng & Cooling
crawlers. Rex Worm
Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
FRIGIDAIRE
AIR
call 436-5894.
conditioner, 19,000 BTU,
good condition. Call 753ROW
TWO
0865.
CULTIVATOR, electric
fireplace fixtures, stone
ONE 6,000 BTU series air
bowl and pitcher, 10
conditioner. 850.00. One
gallon crock with arPhilco 12,000 BTU air
tificial flowers, - bedconditioner. $100.00. Call
stead. Call 753-6069.
753-7429.
•
jstbine,
ON
g14
86012CAS
tonE begom
32 Apartments For Rent
spike toothed, pick up

20'. FLAT BED, heavy
duty three axle goose
neck trailer. Call 489TWO ROW JOHN'Deere-- 2392.
corn drill, ,good condition. Call 753-3780 after
6:00.
1967 3,000 DIESEL Ford.
Call 435-4220.

24 Miscellaneous

15 FIBERGLASS BASS
boat. 20 h. p. motor. Call
-MOTOROLA
P0R
4364616 after 5:30 p. m.
TABLE stereo, $40.00.
Record player. Call 436BASS BOAT 1542 ft,,
2575.
Challenger, bronze and
silver metal flake, 115 h.
p. Mercury motor, TAKE UP MONTHLY
payments on Magnovox
Lowrance high speed
console stereo, AM-FM
locator. Silver Troll 12radio, phonograph and
24 trolling motor, Easy
tape player. J & B
Trail trailer. Call 753Music,753-7575
8992 after 5.
27 Mobile Home Sales
80 H. P. LONG shaft
outboard, Chrysler,
1973 26' FRANKLIN fifth$500.00. See at No. 7 Dill
wheel lfaiter, fully selfTrailer Ct.
contained,--- Like new
must see to appreciate.
'Central- 'hift and-air.
- Radio and tape playeai
TV antenna:. See at 621
WURLITZER CONSOLE
organ has rhythm "South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
sections Leslie speakers,

SEWNG MACHINES
just purchased bankriiPt
stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from 130 and up.
New machines less than
1.2 price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
reel, automatic header
week. Write or callone
control;
Lakewood Camping
cultipacker, ten fooLseal
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-354-8619, ask for' --bearing, like new, used
on less than fifty acres;
Martha Hopper for more
one Ford truck, F-350,
Information.
1966 model, one ton; one
19. Farm Equipment
Ford truck, F-600, 1960
model, 11
/
2 ton, with
FOR_Ajj,youR._FEN7_,_
and
steel bed; one New
CING NEEDS:Cali AAA
Holland hay rake. Call
Fence Supply Co:, 1-444489-2413 or 753-7253.
6865, Paducah,Ky.

A GOOD 570 Case tractor
Three bottom, 16" ploy.
and 10' wheel disc. Call
753-4435 after 5 p. in.

42)eln

Equipment

TILLERS, Tillers, tillers 1974 36' 1 10' Monarch
3 tl.P, chain drive,
pontoon with 1969 125 h.
$169.ra. 5 H.P. chain"
p. Mercury outboard.
drive, $189.95. All with B
Excellent 'rondition.
& $ engines. Wallin
$3,600. Will take good
'Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
late model ski boat in on
trade. Call 753-0224 or
136-2611.
HOSPITAL BED and
mattress. 'Excellent
condition. Call 753-0996 14 FT. ALUMINUM
Runabout with a 25 h. p.
between 8 a.m. and 6
Johnson motor on a
p.m.
Flolsclaw trailer. All in
good condition $350.00.
CLEANINGEST CAKPhone 354-6691. •
PET c:eaner you ever

ASSORTED FLOWER • BEIGE-CARPET, 22 x 14
and garden plants. Can
ft. Teal blue, 14 x 14 ft.
be seen at Lynn Grove
Both good condition.
Egg Co., Lynn Grove,
Call 753-5664.
Ky.,or call 435-4197.

18z 30" Green
"Grass" Doormat
Thousands of grass like
fingers scrub shoes really
clean. Won't fade, mildew
or rot; flexible ,n coldest
weather
0M26

20. Sports

ONE BEDROOM furnished apartment.
Screened in back porch,
couples only. Call 753
'
6524_
NEATLY FURNISHED
apartment, carpeted
and air conditioned.
_May be seen at KelleYs
Pest Control, 100 South
13th St.
FURNISHED • APARTMENT. one or two
- bedrooms. Zimmerman
- 'Apartments, South 16th.•
Street. 753-6609.
,
_

Big Big

Discount!!
Overstocked on
some CB models
We have Royce and
other name brands.
it (tri

TV Service Center
Central Shopping
753- S865

37 Livestock

32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY
MANOR
apartments, one or two
bedroom, unfurnished,
,1 except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
THREE ROOM apartment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
1

Supplies

-SALE,
: GARAGE
Saturday, 10 a. m. to
4:30 p. m. Boysslothes,
mattress and springs,
chest, small rocking
couch, toys, miscella38 Pels Supplies
neous. 506 Lynnwood, off
20 GALLON aquarium
Sycamore St. near High
with stand and all acSchool.
cessories. Call 753-0519,
ONE MALE RED hog, 9
months old, for sale.
Call 492-8651.

TWO MALE SIAMESE
kittens. Eight weeks old.
Call 753-9520 weekdays
after 3:00.

34. Houses For Rent
THREE - BEDROOM
brick
house
near
University available
now. Fully carpeted.No
pets. Phone 753-3942.
FIVE ROOM house for
rent on Old Shilo Road.
Call 753-9673.
V. livestock

Supplies

PROTABLE WW Cattle
working chute and
portable loading chute.
Arabian Colt registered.
Call 901-642-5867.
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE and Duroc
crossed bred boars.
Breedable ages. - Cati
753-9390.
THREE REGISTERED
black Angus bulls.. Age
10-14 months. Call 4374365.

41.Public Sales

41. Public Sales

FULL 7 BLOODED
COONHOUND pups.
Redbones or Walkers
born Dec. 29. ( Parents
are very fine hunters.)
$35.00. Call 1-354-8598.
AKC REGISTERED St.
puppies
Bernard
Championship blood
lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 IN m.
41. Public Sales
GARAGE SALE Friday
and Saturday, Apr. .2
and 3. 1412 Dudley
Drive. Nice clean sale.
Real bargains. Open at 7 a. m.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Satarday, 9-4:30,
clothing
and
miscellaneous.
Three
houses behind Bucy's
Almo
Grocery
at
Heights.

BRAND NEW 3-BE1)ROOM BRICK HOME in
Lynnwood Estates Subdivision. Situated on a
good sized wooded lot with a paved street and
city water. House has a living room, family
room, kitchen-dining room, large utility room,
single car garage, central heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting, 11
/
2 baths.
EXTRA „NICE 3-4BEDROOM DOUBLE-WIDE
MOBILE HOME Situated on a 150' x 200' lot at
Cherry Corner. Has a deep well, outside storage
shed. aboveground swimming pool, garden
space. Home has befitral heat and air, 2 baths,
completely furnished with house-type furniture,
built-in --compactor and. dishwasher, litChen
range and double oven, outside TV antenna with.
rotor, wall to wall carpeting, draperies. Sensibly
priced.
LARGE OLDER FRAME HOME lWl,th,
aluminum siding) located on a 150' x 327' lot at
Hazel. Has wall to wall carpeting, natural gas
heat(also has a wood burning stove), extra large
rooms with paneling in like new condition, bath
has tub and shower. On city sewerage, but has its
own deep well. Modestly priced at $10,000..-A
GOOD BUY!!!

GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, April bid,
3rd, 9-4, 1304 Overbey.
Baby, teenager and
adult clothes and other
miscellaneous items.
TEN FibilLY RUMMAGE Sale, Saturday,
April 3, 7:30 a. m. til
noon. American Legion
Hall,
clothes,
housewares
and
miscellaenous items.
YARD SALE 9-5 Friday
and Saturday, April 2
and 3. Paschall and Sons
Carpet House. 1 4 miles
South of Hazel on 641. No
checks accepted.
YARD SALE ALL DAY
Saturday, stereo, minbike, portable TV. at
1617 Catalina Drive.
ATTIC SALE, East
Calloway Elementary
School, Saturday, April
10th. 8 a. m. - ?, rain.or
shine, sponsored by
East PTC.

RUMMAGE SALE,
Saturday, April 3, start
at 8:00 at Hopkins Store
Building in Dexter.
HELP MOVE MY JUNK.
Saturday, April 3rd, 110
N. 10th, come early or
late.1 Plants, hangers, .
picture frames, tires,
chairs, clothes,etc.
CARPORT
SALE;
Saturday, April 3,
Women's clothes, all"
sizes 6-18. Boys clothes,
faded jeans, lots of odds
and ends. Avon bottles.
At 1604 Magnolia.
BARGAIN
BARN
Rummage Sale, 13th
and Main, Saturday 9-4,
furniture, appliances,
clothing, miscellaneous.
CARPORT
SALE
Saturday, 8-5, watch for
signs out South 16th,
turn left, 3rd gravel
street past Doran Road.
Bicycles,
sewing
machine, drapes,
bedspreads, air condition, and lots of
clothes.
PATIO SALE, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 10
a. m. till 5 p. m.
miles east of New
Concord on Highway
444. Turn left at Lake
lots sign.

375 ACRE CATTLE FARM, located approximately 15 miles Southeast of Murray, near
the State Line Road. Has 310 acres fenced, 150
acres tenaable.
150' x 200' RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOT
located on Hwy. 94 West at the intersection of
Johnny Robertson Road (Ky. 1660). Large well
spaced trees. City water available. MOBILE HOME LOT ready for occupancy. Has
city water,electric hook-up,septic tank and field
lines already installed. Located near the new
East Callaway Elementary School, on Ky..&..
Priced at only $2,500.

CHOICE OF 5 RESIDENTIAL LOTS,located on
US-641 South, approximately 5 miles from
Murray. Each lot is 100' wide and approximately
350' deep. Owner will assist in financing. $2,750
each.
COMMERCIALLY ZONED-lot-on- South - •
Street, just South of Bunny Bread, MC. Measures
100' x 250' All city utilities available. Good
business location in a high volume traffic area.
$12,000.

LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME
situated on a nicely wooded lot in Lynnwood
Estates.Subdivision, 2 miles Southeast of
/
2 baths, wall to wall carMurray. House has 11
peting, central heat and air, fireplace in the
family room, sliding glass doors from the family
room to the patio, single car garage. Extras included are washer and dryer, refrigerator with
icemaker, built-in range, oven and hood,
draperies.

3 ATTRACTIVELY WOODED LOTS overlooking
Kentucky Lake. Situated as close as 200' from
the boat launching ramp. Community water
system. Neighboring homes are above average.

-ACRE COMMERCIAL TYPE TRACT,located
on US-641 North, just outside the city limits of
Murray. City water available. Suitable for
• numerous businesses.
12 ACRE TRACT, located on Hwy:121, Northwest, approximately 7 miles from Murray.
- Has a 50' x 60' oam,--ptusli-potilrin that have
been used in a feeder-cattle operation. Goggi fences and a deep well. Owner wants us to gel him a
reasonable offer.
_
--,50 ACME FARM, located 6,*2 miles Southest of
Murray, in the Locust Grove Church area. Has
5-30 acres in cultivation, good sized tobacco
barn,long blacktop frontage.
67 ACRE FARM, locat1It a short distance
South of the Ky.-Tn. State Line, within a short
drive of Murray. Has approximately 25-30 acres
in cultivation, tobacco barn,large stock pond.
90 ACRE FARM,located in the gew Providence
area. Has approximately 45 acres in cultivation.
Asking $22,500
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120' x 200' RESIDENTIAL BUILDING LOT,
located in Jackson Acres Subdivision, approximately 2 miles Southeast of Murray on Ky.
121. Good blacktop frontage, community water
system.

-3-BEDROOM-FRAME-HOME loeated on a one
acre tract on US-641 South, approximately 3
miles from Murray. Has wall to wall carpeting,
deep well with a brand new pump, single car
garage, 12' x 16' outside storage shed. House is in
a good state of repair.

RAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN
AIRVIEW ACRES. Ras a single car garage,
1
2
tral heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, 1/
ths, livfng room, kitchen-family room cornination, built-in range, oven and hood,314 acre
ot,community water system.

43.

CHOICE OF 4 re
--sidential building lots on Hwy.
783,at Wiswell. All have satisfactorily completed
the percolation test by the County Health Depart-

ment.

FOUR (4) GENTLY ROLLING, WOODED,
residential building lots in Fairview Acres Subdivision. All are served by a community water
system and all are on blacktop road. /
3
4 acres
each.
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2-BAY SERVICE STATION with 120'frontage ln
South 4th Street and 90' frontage on Elm Street.
Financing available to qualified buyer.
50' x 80' METAL BUILDING with overhead
doors in the front and rear. Has a large shop area
plus a spacious office. One restroom completed
and one roughed-in. Located on Sunbury Circle,
near Bunny Bread,Inc.
65 ACRES of inexpensive land with ^a
salvageable frame house. Approximately 20
acres tendable, long road frontage on Grubbs
Road. Some bottom land in the Blood River area.
$13,500.
WE HAVE A GOOD SLECTION of residential
and commercial building lots in various parts of
the county. Check with us if you are looking for a
future homesite. We have listings in Keniana
Shores, Pine Bluff Shores, Lakeway Shores,
Panorama Shores. Center Ridge, Green Valley
Estates, Lynnwood Estates, Fairview Acres,
Wiswell Estates. Raspberry Subdivision, old
Hazel Elementary School grounds, Linton
Shores, Smithwood Development, Croppie
Hollow, Candlelight Estates,etc.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Office Hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Friday
Home Phones:
8:30-12:00 Saturday
,
_
Fulton E. Young-753-4946

Phone 753-7333
408 South 4th Street
Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee_
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43. Real Estate

, SIX ACRES, Miles West. 39 ACRES, 30 acres open
elettlad ill tile trees is this 4
of Murray, just off Highbottom land, wooded
BR cabala brick with the
way 121, half woods,
perfect setting for relaxed,
building site, located
beautiful building site,
carefree living 3200 square
four-tenths miles east of
feet, FR with fireplace. LI
$5,800. Tripp Williams
Alrno Heights. $16,000.
•itli fireplace, formal DR, 3
Realty, 753-2211.
Nester Realty Co.,
baths, study lined with
Mayfield. 1-247-6752.
bookslielv•i. Notice this
IMMEDIATE
highest total gas and efec
POSSESSION on this LOOK WHAT $17,950 will
tric $61.00
very nice 3 bedroom
buy! Neat 2 bedroom,
100•v financing available 011
brick home at 905 Doran
brick veneer home with
this 491, 2 8 brick with rec
Road; has 2 full baths,
eteetric heat, family
roan plus 3 BR apartment •
formal dining room,
room, carpeted, patio,
floor plan conducive for
central has heat and
12 x 20 garage, 100' x 150'
owner' privacy.
central air conditioning,
lot. Don't miss this good
Wilson Real Estate
appliances, large and
753.3263
buy! Call 753-8080 or
spacious. Call to view at
come by 105 N. 12th,
Moffitt Realty Co., 206.... BOYD-MAJORS REAL
YOU WILL love living in
South 12th, 753-3597.
ESTATE.
the attractive brick
borne on a tree shaded
APRIL SPECIAL
SPECIAL OF
landscaped hilltop. This AT
KOPPERUD
THE WEEK
10 acre well fenced miniREALTY is this three
Five miles east of
farm can be yours to
bedroom, 1½ bath brick
Murray. 87 acres, 55
raise a few head of
ranch home, located on
tendable, 42,000 broad
cattle or horses. The
the west side of Murray.
feet of mature timber.
farm features a good
Excellent location and
One-half mi. blacktop
stock barn, a pond well
excellent quality in this
frontage. Ideal for
stocked with fish for
modern Murray home.
subdivision. 80 per cent
your private fishing
Phone Bill Kopperud
new barbed wire fenpleasure, a garage and
753-1222 for an apcing,
'
8,000 Christmas
as an extra bonus, a
pointment. KOPPERUD
trees being planted. All
• large well built building
REALTY 711 Main St.,
pasture land has been
with
some
basic
Provides full-time
renovated, limed and
equipment for a clean up
personal real estate
seeded. Guy Spann
shop. This can be used
service.
Realty,753-7724.
for your own business or
for rental income. The ROBERTS REALTN
46. Homes For Sale
home and business
located on South 12th at
combination is located
Sycamore has seven
NEWLY
only a few miles south of
licensed and bonded
REDECORATED
3
town on Ky. 121. For
sales personnel to serve
bedroom frame with
further
information
you plus twenty years
utility, shag carpet,
call: John C. Neubauer
exclusive real estate
drapes, loeated oft nice
experience. Call 753-1651
Real Estate, 505 Main
lot at 214 South 11th.
or come by our office
St.; Murray. 753-0101Price reduced to 13,000.
We like to talk REAL
7531 or Bob Rodgers,
Call 753-7974 or 753-1877..
ESTATE
753-7116.
PRICED REDUCED
$2,400„00 for quick sale.
Completely refurnished
inside and out. Two
bedrooms and bath
down
with master
bedroom and bath upBy Realtor Fred Barber
stairs Good area, close
'Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
in. CLAUDE MILLER
REALTY, 753-5064, Bob
Vacation House & Tax Deferment
Perrin,753-3509.

Estate

Among the benefits of
being a homeowner are the
unique tax advantages
available. One of them to be
wary of is the provision
which allows you to defer
paying income tax on any

sold and the house purchased serve as your principle residence. A vacation
house doesn't qualify
However, if you owned the

NEW!
THREE
BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick home. City water
and sewer. Call 753-3509.

dwelling for more than six
months before selling it, the

NEW
SPACIOUS 3
bedroom, full bath,
central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.

profit made 1m the sale &- $2,000 is a long-term capital
your home
you buy a gain. N not, it's a short-term
more event one within capital gain, which is usually
a certain amopleof time. h taxed as ordinary income.
does not apply

all cases.

For example, if you _sell a
vacation !tame It .$2•000.there is anything we can
profit and promptly buy a do to help you in the field of
much more expensive place, real estate please phone or
drop in at PURDOM
can you defer paying the in- THURMAN
RIM ESTATE,
come tax on the orofrli the 40'Maple St
Murray
Phone! 7.3-4451. Were here
answer is no!
This tax break is available to help!
onls when both the house

D.
V.
Do
I ull:

For Sale
Lake Front

Brick
home,
three bedroom
furnished.
$37,000. Call 4892398.

itneitiyu
elk

4

Bill Kopperud Realtor

New Listings
GATESBOROUGH
Bedroom,2 bath home with many outstanding features, including den with
fireplace, wood beamed ceilings, dark wood paneling, built-in desk and book
shelves. Stereo speakers throughout house, central vacuum, large modern
kitchen with all appliances, including built-in trash compactor. Central electric heating and air, large two car garage and ample storage areas. Phone
Bill Kopperud today 753-1222 for an appointment to see this luxurious home.
Priced in the 40's.
COZY LITTLE BUNGALOW
First time offered, unique two bedroom home with fireplace in living room,
large kitchen, 1'2 baths, and carport. Call for an appointment and be the first to see this friendly little home. Priced at only $14,600.
APRIL 1ST SPECIAL
You won't believe the price on this well-built older three bedroom home
Home features hardwood floors, living room with wood burning fireplace,
dining room,kitchen, 1 bath,and entry foyer. Home is in an excellent state of
repair and can be purchased for only $11,000. Phone today for an appointment. This is no April Fool's joke.

Within the ci
Priced at on

COMME IAL 1.0b
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r is t 100 x 1 rho e rornmerml location

We offer a good selection of quality homes,
so phone our office today for on updateilln all listings.

We Provide Multiple Listing Service
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46 Homes Foe Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
frame house with IITY
basement
at
1110
Sycamore. Call 753-7573.

Great Lake home, 6
rooms, 3 BR. and
bath with 2 car
garage. Most furnishings stay with
home. Has disposal,
range
and
refrigerator, drapes,
fireplace,
washer
and dryer. Now is the
time to buy and enjoy
the lake this season.
40 acres, 37 tendable.
less than 4 miles
from Murray. Has a
2 bedroom house.
also stock barn and
tobacco barn. Crop
yields on this land
have
been
exceptional.

Looking for low interest loan? This 2
BR. bath home has
an assumable loan
Payments are only
$115.00 per month
which includes taxes
and insurance. Has
gas
heat
and
fireplace. Call now
Can't last long at this
price

Guy Spann Realty
Your Key People
In Real Estate'.

1970 VW SQUAREBACK
.station wagon. 91,150.
Call 753-2388.
1968 OLDSMOBILE F-85,
6 cylinder, straight shift
with 'air, also 1972
Oldsmobile 98. Call 4365366 or 436-5437.

MfrAn-WNW

JbukwAL-? ..

47 Motorcycles
1975 HONDA Xl. 2ail Call
753-9407.
1972 YAMAHA :5 ce
cycfew mileage, like
new. Call after 9:30 p.
m.,753-1497.
1973 YAMAHA 250 street
bike. Good condition.
$450.00 or best offer. Call
753-9413 after 6:30 p. m.

1972 DODGE Charger SE.
Air Conditioned, power
brakes and steering.
Call 753-5463 after 5 p.
m.

8586.

Trecits

1970 BAR ACUDA, sport
coupe, $4,350. Call 7538668.

1974 CHEVY PICKUP,
air, full power, tilt
heel, tinted glass,
rebrs, radio, new
tir , low mileage.
$3,.''. Call 489-2769.
50. Camoers

NICE
3' CAMPER,
sleeps 4, icebox, range.
1972 CHEVY PICKUP,/
3
4
$850 or I •st reasonable
ton, 4 wheel drive.
offer. Call 753-1566.
power steering, power - '
brakes, 4 speed. $2,150.
Call 753-7656, between 9 1971 FLE 3 ING 14'
and 5.
travel trail r. Sleeps 5-6.
Has furruice, icebox,
1972 NINE PASSENGER
stove, sinki etc. $1,095.
Safari station wagon.
Call 753-0605.
Radikls. Call 753-2632.
51. Services Offered
1975 CHEVY VAN, like
new, low mileage,
WILL DO housekeeping
loaded with extras and
Monday through Friday.
in excellent condition.
Have experience. Call
Call 753-0869, must see to
753-7694 or 753-2282.
appreciate.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
1956 BUICK SPECIAL, 2
Plumbing and Electric.
door hardtop. Collectors
No jobs too small Call
item. Call after 9:30 p.
436-5642 early morning
Kn., 753-1497.
or late afternoon.

1972 HONDA CB350, low
miles, excellent con1962 CHURCH bus good
dition. $550.00. Call 489condition. $1500 or best
2486.
, offer. Call 527-9959 or
- 527-9538.
t97 Stt25 Honda. trr goad-condition, new batteryGREATER ROCKFORD
and recent tun-up.
AUTO AUCTION, 1500
$275.00. Call 753-8116.
Cars every month for
auction. New modern
1974 SL 125 bored out, new
facilities.
Every
paint. $325.00. Also 1974
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
CL 100 $275.00. rwo rail
sharp. Easy to get to.
motorcycle trailer with
One hour from Chicago
Crager mags. $55.00.
and next to expressway
Call 753-0650.
and Rockford Airport.
- Fly in or drive in. Come
1975 HONDA CR 125
to Greater Rockford for
Elsipore, compressior
friendly treatment and
release, reed valves,
fair honest dealing.
head
ported
and
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
pons-hed. Excellent
or Sherry Rayn 815-968running bike In good
6262. 'pus is a dealers
condition. $851 Call 492auction.

49 Used Cars

1. Services Offered

1970 CHEVELLE, full
power
and
air,
automatic transmission,
good condition. Phone
753-1725.

51. Services Offered

WILL DO:HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
exPAINTING
perienced painter and
paper hanger. interior
and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 753-8343.

WANTED
JOB
addressing and or stuffing
envelopes for respectable business. Call 1527-9700.
LAWN
MOWERS
repaired. Fix mowers,
roto-tillers, and small
engines, 436-5525,

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4748841 or 753-7293.

MUNK CARS PICKUP
anywhere in Calloway
County area. Call 7536477, call anytime.

CARPET CLEANING,
expereinced,
very
reasonable rates,
references,
free
-estimates. Quiek drying
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618

Furches
Jewelry

KIRBY CARPET CAREclean rugs of all kinds.
In business„ homes, and
institution, rugs come
clean
steam
by
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. call 1-3548161 or 1-354-8138.

HARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodeling, repairing,
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HihPAVING DRIVEWAYS,
Burgrr parking lots, sealed
coating, makes asphalt
last longer. Blacktop
patching and repairing.
Call 901-584-7780.

113 145k Sereet
Murray

For dependable waft
and jewelry repair
Factory Approved
Accutron Service

53. Feed And Seed
1,679 LBS. Burley tobacco
base. Call 753-6494.
55 01.inted
YARD TO MOW, also
cemeteries. By the job
or $4.00 hour. Call 436225A

Eddyville

GENERAL BACKHtie:
work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 4362306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
Self employed for septic
tanks and backhoe
work. Call 753-8669.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Pi.ducah, Ky.
-42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

Correctional Officers. $530 t to start. May be nights
and weekends. Requires high school plus 1 year of
college or any work experience. Must be age 21.
Contact

Mr. Dale E Shelton
Room 280, New Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Call (502)564-5503

.1.1 opportunity riniplirser

Aa

NOTICE
The Mayor and Common Council of the
City of Murray, Ky. are accepting bids un
fit 5 p. m. Thursday, April 8th., 1976 for
two (2) 1 1 4 8. 2 cubic yd. Satalite three (3)
wheel refuse type vehicles for the Department of Streets-Sanitation.
Specifications can be picked up at the
City Clerk Office between 8 a. m. L 5 p.

J & B WELDING and
1969
CHRYSLER
Fabrication. 24 hour
Newport.
Power
We serve to WS* yos tarter
serVice. Six miles South
steering, power brakes
on 121. Call 436-2611 or
753-7724
and-factory- -aty: Good
-4W2595.
436-2590 or 436-2277.
wftkdays.
.,
901 Sycamore-Murray,
mechanical condition.•
it-Call
436-2437
after
Ky.
5.g.
-4
•
• tICENSED electrician
DODGE TRUCK, MADE,
After Si00 p.
Gwy
serprompt
efficient
Ipso. 753 2517. L•else
to haul a :,lr, new painl,
vice. No job too small.
lake. 753-2401. kids Pet
and tires Also a 57 1971 VW cAMreat. Reell 7534961, tool D. Cede
Call Ernest 'White, 753built engine, good
'Chevrolet street rod,
753-1723. Prentice Der
0605.
condition. Asking $2,100.
best of everything. Call
753-5725.
Call 753-n162 after 4:30.
753-8683 from 8:00 a. m.
INSULATION blown in by
to 5:00 p m., 753-8428
SEARS save on these
OR TRADE for smaller
after5:00 p
1973 SUPER BEETLE,
high heat and cooling
house. Three or four
a.m. Rain or Shine
low mileage, good
bills,
call Larry Lyles at
bedroom in Meadow
1974
at the Johnny G. Walston farm, North edge of 1 /t!;:CHEVROLET
shape, lake
over
753-2310
for
free
Green Acres. Call 753Custom 10 Deluxe,
ter, Ky. on 541, New highway is taking his fistM,
payments. Call 753-6503
estimates.
1566.
pickup truck. 26,000
will sell extra nice low hour 1956 35 Ferguson tracafter 4:00 p. m.
tor. Three bottom plow, 7' disc, spring type
miles. Aetomatic, power
cultivator, rotary hoe, culti-packer, seed sower,
THREE BEDROOM
BREAKING GARDENS,
steering, tilt wheel and 1963
CHEVROLET
pond slip, front end loader, spray rig, 6' bush hog,
frame house 2 years old,
air conditioned. Call 753plowing, discing. Call
Impala station wagir!‘
sickle mower with 6' blade, two row John Deere
has extra building lot
-8992 after 5.
Terry Morgan, 753-2632
283 VII engine, A-1
corn drill, one row corn picker, tractor umbrella,
with meter pole. 9 x 14
or 753-6316.
shape, 4350.00.,..Can be
gas tank, boom pole, 2 wheel trailer, chain saw,fenmetal
1967 FORD FAIRLANE building, 3
seen 311 N. 7th, after 1 p.
ce charger, 30' extension ladder, extra latge lot of
minutes walk to lake. A
2 door, hardtop. 289
DOZER
WORK - small.,
m.
shop hand and garden tools, too many small items
bargain at $15,500. Call
automatic. $350.00. Call
size ideal for leveling,
to itemize. All of this equipment has been well cared
436-2260.
753-7140.
spreading
backf
Wing.
1966 MUSTANG, 4 ifireecT,.'"
for and in good shape. Numerous pieces of furCall 753-7370 or 753-4156
excellent condition. Call
niture, fancy antique high back bed, Jenny Lind
1969
OLDMOBILE
FOR SALE ty owner
753-9312.
bed, two old dressers, living room suite, other nice
Cutlass, 330 automatic,
lakefront
pieces of furniture, and numerous small items.
ALCOA
SIDING,
cottage,
power steering. brakes 1974 AUDIE FOX. CalL --- awnings, carports,
almost 2 acres. Phone
t, much more.
Texas saddle,
and air. CU489-2746.
For information call:
753-9868 8 to 5, 753-61456
753-6147.
magestic fireplaces'.
to 10.
Aluminum Service Co.,
ch
es
ilds
te
sw
i:n
an
g
"
1969 CHEVROLET, .1974
Call 492-8647.
DOOR
TWO
4/ Motorcycles
yellow with black inMaverick, yellow, with
435-4128 or 435-4144,-Lynn Grove, Ky.
terior, good motor, new
vinyl top, exterior trim,
HAVING TROUBLE _
1974 YAMAHA, 125
tires. $65000. Call 753steering.
power
air,
getting
those
small
Enduro. 1500 miles. lake
0605.
Excellent condition. Call
plumbing jobs done?
new. Call 753-3180 after
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
753-6659:
Then call 753-6614
6:00.
1969 JAW tR XKE,
Saturday, April 3rd, 10 am, rain or shine
convertible. Good
Off of N. 16th Street West of University-iø Murray,
1973 HONDA 350, $650.00.
condition Call days,753Ky.'
Call 753-6000.
7992, nights 753-0131.
Mr. W. H. Rogers bought the late H. M. Workman property, and is now selling the contents at
In The Calloway County Fiscal Coed
160942 Hamilton avenue. This sale includes good
In The Matter of Petition Of Murray Tennis
Center,
furniture, maple bedroom suite, other suites.,
Inc., For Discontinuance Of A Rood Under sits
Round end and antique small tables, 4 chair
178.070 Approximately Two Miles North of Murray,
dinette set, 2 large wall mirrors, nice old
Kentucky, on U.S. Highway 641.
rockers, straight chairs,2 trunks, beautiful globe
and matching small lamps, several picture
NOTICE
frames, bookcase, many linens and quilts,
The Fiscal Court of Calloway C-ount!, now has
feather bed, dishes, glassware,and good cooking
under consideration the Petition of Murray Tenutensils, a walker, treadle sewing machine,
nis Center, Inc., to discontinue an abandoned
grocery scales, silverware, oblong and bean-it-et;
road approximately two miles North of Murray,
ties, skillets, muffin rings, step ladder, garden
Kentucky,on U. S. Highway 641; said road being
tools, 22 pieces of I" x 12" pine boards, salt, pepmore particularly described as follow% to-wit:
pers, pottery, life jackets, shoe last, tobacco
A 40 foot right-of-way existing between Lots 3,
pegs, wash board, razor strap, flat Irons, cotton
18; 4, 17; 5, 16; 6, 15; 7, 14; 8, 13; 9, 12: 10, 11; in
cards, fruit and lots of cans. Churn lid and lots
the Whispering Pines Subdivision as shown by
more.
plat recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 95, in the ofPlenty el porting row.
fice of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Fats sod drinks
The public is hereby notified -that sal) perDeeded onisouncosierri Airy of sae.
We'll do it in one application.
mission will be granted and proper orders etrl
bet responsible ler errislerrti
tered if no objection to this Petitiaq is Cded.with
S.. tic to. nil irsswvfartikitter éc4senosietil weeth
• - For infernsertiaa phenve tbr.rritittf Thoilge orrZtolai ColgYlbon or
before the 8th day of April, 1976.
Harrisons Farm Center
Douglas Shoemaker
A 1.11 AV A Y COUNTY FLSCA COURT
Novo!
iv
lit
1171
753 1375
By Fit MITT0. MILLER.JUDGE
1970 DUSTER Economy
Slant Six. $595.00. 1963
Ford 1-2 ton $395.00. Call

Auction Sale

Saturday April 3rd
10

TL.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

I

49 Used Cars & Trucks

OFFICE HOURS
9 :00-5:00 MON tbru FRI
Saturday:
By Appointment

White House Building
711 Main
753-1222 Business - 75S-3003 Residence

d Miller
Auction Service

AAtrex
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accomplistieN this.
state."
daughter and others who are
. TRENTON, N.J. AP)
Morris County Prosecutor
State Atty. Gen. William F.- Donald G. Collester, who also
is the decision we have beyond medical restoration
Hytand said he has-never
been praying for," said Julia have a right to die, based on
opposed the Quinlans, said,"I
opposed appointment of
. Quinlan after learning her 22- the constitutional protection of
from.
now
freed
am
Quinlan as his daughter's
year-old. comatose daughter personal privacy.
prosecuting people who act
guardian "as long as there
Two days earlier, they had
- may be allowed to begin the
with mercy and love in acobsery,ed __,Abeir daughter's • were adequate safeguards cordance with the Supreme
natural process of dying.
imposed by the courts on his
the New Jersey Supreme. 22nd birthday it a private
Court's standards."
powers. I think the decision
Court ruled Wednesday the Mass.,
"There is no hope and there
mechanic.al respirator
-keeping Karen Anne Quinlan 'hasn't been any," said Mrs.
alive for nearly a year in a Qamlan, who told reporters
-vegetative state" could be sfie wept when the family
removed if doctors agree her lawyer, Paul Armstrong,
telephoned from Trenton to
condition is hopeless.
Eighth grade winners in the first annual Southwest
court
the
tell them of the decision.
seventeen
schools
decision,
with
0
t
to
7
a
Tournamen
In
Math
Calloway
'
'441
"I feel this responsibility
appointed Joseph Quinlan
from the first region represented- were, left to sight,
daughter
his
been put on us by God. We
of
has
guardian
Tim
High,
first,
hinior
legal
County
Carlisle
Sullivan,
Gina
said he could let her die if have to act on it. Once we
.Thomas
Jones,
and
and
second,
Middle,
Reidland
olls,
the
first
in
—Nuch
grade
seventh
the
Named as winners in
medical made our decision,. we _never.
competent
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
East Calloway, third. Other sthools represented were
in the nation to offer stateannual Southwest Calloway Math Tournament were,
the girl's had any doubt," Quinlan said,
decide
authorities
,
Carr
High,
Elementary
junior
Benton
County,
Tony
Ballard
early to buy receiver to wide coverage and is a resul.
too
first,
Middle,
left to right, Martha Moran, Mayfield
their
said
and
ble
The Quinlans
conditiari ivirreversi
pick up broadcasts on the of a two-year ,effort by Kerv
Clinton Central, Fulgham, Heath Middle, [owes,
Fletcher, Heath Middle, second, and Daniel *Clapp,
that there is no reasonable daughter's condition has not state's new weather .adio
Marshall
North
Calloway,
North
Middle,
two
and
-Mayfield
seventh
tucky Sen. Walter D. HudWingo, third. Two students from the
changed since last October,
possibility of her recovery.
warning system, accoreing to dleston and Gov. Julian
- Junior High, South Marshall Junior High, Southwest
from the eighth grades of each of the seventeen
She has been in a coma at St. when one doctor said she was James L. Mathews, din ctor of
Calloway, Trigg County Middle, and Wingo. On Saturschools represented each of the schools. ApHospital in nearby in "a persistent vegetative communieaticins for the state Carroll.
Clare's
first
Annual
the
host
will
Southwest
- When- the - system is-full-v.
3,
teachers,
'April
day,
parents,
students,
200
to
150
proxirately
--Denville since April 15, 1975,
and operational, •state officials
Disaster
of
Division
and
t
seventeen
Tournamen
Reading
Southwest
and administrators registered and were served
after apparently ingesting
Emergency Services.
hope that every school,
schools have accepted the invitation to participate.
refreshments and lunch.
alcohol and tranquilizers.
• Mathews made the com- hospital, and public building
The state attorney general's
ment in response to many will have a receiver. The lowGospel Singing-Will
- office, said there would be no
inquiries about the equipment. cost receivers will also be
on
decision
immediate
ment.
Be Held, Oak Grove
available to the public through
State Market News Service
whether to take the case to the Federal
Com- commercial vendors.
Federal
"The
April 1,1975
held
be
will
A gospel singing
U.S. Supreme Court, the only Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market munications Commission
"As soon as we've got acIncludes 9 Buying Stations
at the Oak Grove Baptist
avenue of appeal. The Report
(FCC) can't gA us the exact curate details- about the
Receipts: Act 509 Ed. 700 Barrows &
4,
April
Sunday,
Church on
Quinlans said they would give Gilts .25-50 higher Sows steady- 50 lower
frequencies until April 21," he receivers, we'll use every
US 1-2200-230 lbs. $46.50-47.00 few 47.25
starting at two p.m. Jimmy
the state time to consider an US
during
cent
AP
the
per
on
lb..
50
explained, "and any crystal available means to . get the
1
$46.00-46
rise
about
1-3
items
200-240
COOK
The
By LOUISE
Key is the church song leader
56.5.25-46.00
quarters checklist were: chopped appeal before asking to have US 2-4 240-260 lb.
two
first
the
controlled equipment pur- information to the public,"
of
each
Writer
Press
Associated
the
644.25-45.25
lbs.
US 3-4 360-250
and Mrs. Wanda Smith is
disconnectest.
chased now might prove Mathews said.
Sows
who of this year, a smalle*rin- chuck, center cut pork chops, the respirator
shoppers
t
Supermarke
church pianist.
-We hope at the last minute US 1-2270-330lb..63800-39 00 useless."
than in 1975. They are frozen orange juice concrease
lower
enjoying
been
had
will
038.00-3900
Quartet
1-3
US
3004501ln.
The Gosl Light
the Lord will take her and we US 1-3 450-650 lb.. ..$39.00-39.50 few 40 00
The .radio network, which
in the first part of 1976 reluctant to forecast what will centrate, coffee, paper towels,
—
be the featured singers and prices
won't have to remove her US 2-3 300-5001Ni
537.00-38.00
1976
of
rest
medium
the
during
will cover the state from nine
the
Grade-A
happen
that
March
during
butter,,
found
The giant redwood tree, says
attend,
3000-3300
to
Boars
invited
the
"
the public is
respirator,
her
from
transmitters, is scheduled to the National Automobile Club,
savings were too good to last, since a lot depends on the size white eggs, creamy peanut
a church spokesman said.
.
girl's father said.
begin operation May 1 and was originally called Palo Cola-,
Press_ of summer harvests.
Associated
butter, laundry detergent,
an
But, . he added, they will
expand as equipment is in- rado or red tree by the
The lower pork prices in the fabric softener, tomato sauce,
marketbasket survey shows. Spaniards of Don Gaspar de
the life support treatstalled:
Increases for a wide range latest AP survey reflect lower chocolate chip cookies, milk, order
Portola's expedition in 1798.
that
with
left
if
stopped
ment
41-4
One
the
and
he
.
will
The system
all-beef - frankfurters
of items boasted the family prices at toe-Um-level
decision.
grocery bill last month, reason is that the hog supply granulated sugar.
The Quinlans, flanked by
although prices generally increased as-the cost of feed
Revival services will be held
were:
Roman Catholic priests
checked
three
cities
The
were lower than they were at grain came down. Increased
at the Salem Baptist Church
parish church in
Atlahta,
their
at
N.M.,
e,
Albuquerqu
meant
also
supplies
cattle
the start of the year.
near Lynn Grove starting
sat calmly
Dallas,
Arlington,
Mount
Chicago,'
Boston.
The AP drew up a random lower beef prices — parSunday night with Rev.
Miami, and faced a room full of
Angeles,
Los
Detroit,
two
first
the
in
purchased
ticularly
list of 15 commonly
Robert Armour, superinPhiladelphia, reporters on Wednesday
food and nonfood items, months of the 'ear — and New York,
Salt Lake night. They discussed the
checked the price in one competition helped lrive Providence,
court's decision that their
Seattle.
and
City
well.
as
prices
supermarket in each of 13 down pork
cities on March 1, 1973, and
has rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month.
The latest survey showed a
few price decreases during
March — pork chops declined
in eight cities, for example,
NEW YORK (AP) —Kindly hit shows on ABC will be ilarold Gould as her father, a
Bro. GeorKe' white
and eggs in 10: But increases old Dr. Marcus Welby, who returning next season
tomer confidence man who
pastor of the Eureka Bapfor butter, all-beef frank- helped the ill on TV for seven Robert Stack and Tony 1Nps her at work.
furters and coffee offset the seasons, has succumbed to a
Comedian-actor Bill Cosby, tist Churcts; will be the
Randall.
savings.
last variety show on evangelist at the revival
whose
dread disease: Low ratings.
.Stack, the grim-faced leader
The marketbasket total at And ABC has canceled his of "The Untouchables" from CBS flopped, is trying again services to be held at the
Main
the checklist store was up series, along with eight others. 1959 to 1963, is back fighting for ABC in "The Bill Cosby Elm trove Baptist Church
,
5 1104
during March in eight of the
new April 3-11 with services at
second
ABC's
Show."
homicide
big-city
a
as
crime
came
notices
The funeral
cities surveyed, increasing an
variety show is "Captain and seven p.m. each night.
Wednesday, as ABC became detective in "Most Wanted."
EQUAL HOUSING
average of 2.8 per cent. The
Randall, the prissy half of Tennille," starring the singing Bro. Marshall Mines, innetworks
theltiree
first
of
the
a no
LENDER
checklist
the
at
down
was
total
to announce its new evening the old "Odd Couple" series, is duo who, recorded the hit', terim pastor, invites the
store in four cities, decreasing
Us
Keep
Will
"Love
public to attend.
program lineup for 1976-77 returning' in "The Tony
Rev. Robert Armour
an average 3.2 per cent, and
of its best Randall Show," a situation Together."
one
enjoying
aft"was unchanged at the survey
tendent of Missions, Beulah
seasons in the ratings this comedy in which he plays a
store in the 13th "city, Miami.
Philadelphia judge constantly
Union
,
Association
year.
Baptist
On an over-all basis, the
nine bemused by the antics of his
putting
it
was
City, Tenn., as speaker.
said
It
marketbasket total at the
Services will be at 7:15 p.m.
new series in its fall lineup — family.
of April was a little less
start
each
Another sitcom costar
Sunday and at 7:30
four
situation comedies, - two
than 1 per cent higher than it
shows, an all-woman getting her own ABC series is
evening, Monday through
variety
The revival meeting will be.
was a month earlier.
a police Nancy Walker, who plays the .held 'at the Hazel Baptist
show,
Friday.
eye
private
During February, in conRev. Armour has served_ in
show and a lady lawyer series. mother of the title character Church April 4-11 with Jack R.
trast, the marketbasket total
his present position for the
It also said it may renew in CBS' "Rhoda." Next fall, Doom, pastor of the Hickory
declined at the checklist store
past thirteen years. He
"Rich Man, Poor Man" she stars in -The Nancy Baptist Church, Hickory, as
either
in 12 cities for an over-all
-two dramatic Walker Show," cast as a talent the evangelist.
received his B. A. degree from
or
"Family,"
monthly drop of 2.4 per cent. .
that
premiered this agent, who is married to a
miniseries
Union University, Jackson,
Bro. Doom was pastor of
A comparison of prices now
It said retired Navy officer and is the New Harmony and New
Tenn., and his B. D. degree
season.
a
full
for
year,
at the start of the year
and
Southwestern
from
a decision on which will return mother of a married-daughter. Bethel- Baptist churches in
showed encouraging news.
ABC's two other new sit- Marshall county and First
Theological Seminary, Fort
next fall is pending.
The marketbasket total was
Worth, Texas.
In addition to canceling coms are "Homes and Yoyo,"
in
store
checklist
down at the
The singing will be directed
Welby, M.D.," ABC about a cop whose partner is a
12 cities, with an average drop "Marcus
was dropping "The robot, and"Mr. T. and Tina,"
by Bobby Fain, according to
it
also
said
of about 3 per cent. The only
four seasons on about ,a widowed Japanese
the pastor, Rev. Virgil
after
Rookies"
increase was at the checklist
busioessman who moves to
Blankenship, who invites the
the
force.
store in Dallas, where the
Chicago and, ABC says,
in
0,"
public to attend.
-Harry
are
out
Also
a
marketbasket total went up
season, ,-"unwittingly -sires a „ scatsecond
its
little less than 1 per cent.
" which began in terbrained girl as governess
"S.W.A.T.,
not
did
increases
ThelMarch
1974, and three mid- for his kids."
follow :a consistent pattern in February
Fawcett-Majors,
Farrah
season replacement series,
were
that
Items
most cases.
Lee Majors, star of
of
wife
"
''Alost
"Superstar,
Anything
up in one city went down in
GOes"and "Good Heavens." .--,,-.ABC's hit "Six Million Dollar
another, reflecting local sales
Two familar faces from past Man," is getting her own ABC
and specials rather than a
series. She'll costar as one of
general price trend.
threg female private eyes in
have
Government officials
"Charlie's Angels" next fall.
predicted that food prices will
Despite the failure of CBS'
-Kate:- McShane" and low
Bonnie I. Allen, brother of
for
NBC's
ratings
Mrs. Bert Garland of Kirksey,
"McNaughton's Daughter,"
died Sunday night in a hospital
Garth Watkins, Hardin, ABC will try again with a new
in Tampa, Fla. He was 66
Prices of stocks a iong gang at soon
turnuised to the lodger & Tome by
indicted by the January Grand_ female attorney series called
years of age and a resident of todey
I M Sunon Co are es foikose
Jack R. Doom
Jury,faces murder charges in "Feather and Father."
Tam pa.
-7.011
Industrial Avg
It stars Stefanie Powers as a
RECORDED LIVE AT THE EXIT/IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
a trial starting today.
Funeral services were held
41 -44
*
Baptist Church, Arlington,
Airco
defense
lawyer
criminal
guilty
not
and
Watkins
pleaded
at
p.
Wednesday at four rn. the Amer. Motors........
.6unc ,
•.?
before assuming the pastorate
.26 '-!is
to charges in January and was
chapel of the F. T. Blunt Ashland Oil
..564S 4- k's
the Hickory Church. He has
Monthly
of
Singing
At
A. T.& T.
released on a $20,000 bond.
Funeral Home, Tampa, Fla., Ford
56% -4i1
served as moderator of the
Watkins
against
-*4
Charges
69's
Motors
Gen
with burial in a cemetery
River Church
22's uric
Baptist
River
Blood
Gen Tire
stemmed from the Dec. 29, Blood
there.
262s .t
Goodrich
association and the West
Nora
his
wife,
of
-4
41
,
24
death
1975
Oil
The
monthly
singing
Gulf
will
be
Bern January 2, 1910, in
Ws unc
Pennwalt
Marie Watkins, at the held at the Blood. River Kentucky Baptist Association.
Calloway County, Mr. Allen Quaker Oats
22% uwc
Mid35 +AS
Shamrock Motel, Benton.
Baptist Church on Sunday, He is a trustee of
was the son of the late Zannie Republic Steel
Bible
19% 4-9
Baptist
Singer
Continent
0:30
at
to
was
Trial
begin
set
April 1, at two p. m.
and Eliza Canady Allen. A 'Iappan
141 -'s
a.m. today, April 1. George
. 17314
.
Featured singers will be the College.
Florida resident for many WnsterrkUnion
Morning and evening serZenith I
g
representin
III
is
Long
Neighbors
Quartet
of
years, he was a retired welder
Prime ef tacit of local interro et noon
will be at 1000 a.m. and
vices
Watkins; Ron Christopher, Paducah. The public is invited
EDT, wow, forreshed to lb. 1..edgor &
Ind a member of the Church
p.m. Monday through
Those by First of hfirttgen. Corp . of
7:30
the
prosecute
will
Murray,
church
a
attend,
to
of Christ.
spokesman
Mirror ere ea Wows
and 11:00 a.m. and
Saturday
state.
case for the
THIS NEW COLLECTION OF GARDNERISMS IS A MUST
said.
Surivors are his wife, Mrs.
US Homes .
p.m. on Sunday.
7:00
Watkins
Mrs.
of
body
The
s
3
9
unc
Broad
Kaufman &
Iva Allen, and one daughter,
FOR EVERYONE WITH A SENSE OF HUMOR.
Dr. James B. Carlin will
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